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By ANGELA DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer

oses

and sorrow in the black community
and on campus.

"He was the first friend I have ever
lost in my life," said Brandon White,
junior theater arts directing major.
White was a member of the Gentlemen of Drew Social Club with Jones.
Last Friday in Fairfax County
Jones, was killed by Detective Carlton B. Jones after he followed Prince
Jones through Maryland, the District
and Virginia. The men were not
related.
"Prince was a peaceable individ-

One week ago Howard University student Prince Jones was gunned
down in Fairfax County by an undercover Prince George's County police
officer.
Police did not immediately release
a cause for the shooting. Jones was
25.
The shooting-death of Jones, a
senior human development major,
has sparked simultaneous outrage

ual with a family and close relationship with God, his character was
non-confrontational," said Keith Gill

senior information systems major
and Jones' classmate.
As Federal and local agencies
open investigations into the shooting,
the campus has staged a series of
demonstrations beginning today on
the Yard, protesting excessive police
force
Last Sunday the Gentlemen of
Drew gathered for vigil on the main
yard. Students came out and spoke

profiling.
Stephanie Brown president of
NAACP Howard chapter said she is
dedicated to organizing rallies to
press local officials to find answers
to why the shooting occurred.
Sellano Simmons HUSA president saidHoward students andPrince
Jones' family need proper time to
mourn.
"I believe along with Jones' parents that we need to do something, I
would like to see change, his death
See JONES, A4

about the great impact Jones had on
their lives.
"Prince was the embodiment of
what every man should strive to be.
He was a father, a mentor, a son, and
a brother to everyone who knew
him," said .Jones' friend Javier L.
Benton in a statement made after the
vigil.
HUSA and other campus organizations, including NAACP HU chapter are also scheduled to meet today
on the steps of Douglas H_all at noon
to discuss police brutality and racial

"Somewhere along the lines the Pals have lost focus on what their role is, they act
as if this is a fraternity, This is not a social hook-up club"
--Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins, Acting Dean of Student Life and Activities

•

Prince Jones

"(The Health Center Building) no longer pro.vi des us
with the space to provide services in an efficient way
that meets the Office of Safety and Health
.
Administration regulations"
- -Lynette Mundey, Associate Director of Howard Medical services
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Squabble Over
Shirts Keeps Group
From Boarding Bus
By KATHARINE CARTER
Hilltop Staff Writer
With fists raised in defiant protest, the Campus Pals sang "It's so Hard to be a Campus
Pal," and watched as more than six buses
chartered for the annual trip to Kings Dominion pulled off from Cramton Auditorium without them
The Pals, ·.vho have long been the chief planners of the Labor Day trip, were barred from
attending the festivities this year because of the
shirts on their backs.
The trip was a planned part of the freshmen
orientation program.
Instead, only the International Pals attended the trip with more than 650 freshmen.
The Campus Pals were unable to go to
Kings Dominion because they were given an
ultimatwn by the Office of Student Life and
Activities: If they didn't wear a shirt bought by
the office they would not be allowed on the
buses.
The squabble over the two sets of shirts has
strained relations between the Office of Student Life and Activities and the Pal organization, once believed to be a favorite program of
the office, Pal leaders said.
The Pals were supposed to get shirts from
the Office of Student Life and Activities, originally. But the organization, which welcomes
incoming freshmen, bought its own shirts for
its 50 members. The shirts bought by the
Office of Student Life and Activities unacceptable, campus pal members said.
"They had misspelled words on the front
and they didn't have names on the back," said
Ronnie Hyston, Chairman of the Campus Pals.
"The shirts read 'camp pals."'
After the misspelling was noticed the office
ordered new shirts, but by then it was too late,
Hyston said.
"Because freshmen usually identify Campus
Pals by their I-shirts, our not having !-shirts
was impeding our job," Hyston said, "the
order was taking too long, so the Pals purchased their own shirts."
Some freshmen who went on the trip, felt
the absence of the pals.
"A lot of people missed their presence," said
freshman Danielle George. "These are people
Photo by Dana Bingham who sacrificed their personal time to make us
feel welcome at Howard and it's unfair that
Campus Pal Keith Sayres, above, _and other Campus Pal members saluted buses with their fists
in protest to the Office of Student Life and Activities. The office ,vould not allow 'the Pals to traVel on to a freshman program on Monday.

See PALS, A2
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- Is Howard Catching the
Spirit -- the Holy Spirit?
We'll take a look.
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Sports l¾!ek
The Bison Take on
the Hampton Pirates in
New Jersey•
Tomorrow.
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Health Center Officials
Unhappy With Lo.cation
By AKOSUA AMOAKO-ATTA
Hilltop Staff Writer
When the University Health Center
moved to 6th and College Street decades
ago, the move was supposed to be temporary.
The building was to be a temporary
site until the University could find a permanent location to provide non-emergency treatments and referrals for students. said Health Center officials.
. But in recent years the building has
deteriorated. Clogged gutters and leaking ,,;eilin.gs have become all too common
Ph0to By K~rrlccn Roy
for the center's wo}kers and visitors.
The UniYersity Health Center, above, has grown out of its cur•
The location has not changed, and rent location, officials said.
center officials say they want out.
"We've outgrown the space that was
"We don't have the space to do what we
allotted for providing services for students,"
have to do, and the University is aware of
said Dr. Lynette Mundey, Associate Director
this," Mundey said.
of Medical Services. "We have been in this
The Health Center is divided into two
temporary building for a long time. In the earbuildings: the main building which houses
lier days it did suffice. But now it doesn't It
administrative offices and examining rooms,
no longer provides us with the space to proand Women's Health Clinic that sits adjacent
vide services in an efficient way that meets the
to the main building.
'
Office of Safety and Health Administration
"It is not an efficient system to have us in
(OSHA) regulations."
two buildings," Mundey said
An answer to Mundey's concerns appeared
The maintenance of the main building has
to have come last summer when the Univerbecome one of Mundey's main concerns.
sity announced plans to convert the 4th Street
"They fmally cleaned the clogged gutters
· campus store, which moved into the main
around the Health Center," she said. "If they
bookstore on Georgia Avenue along with the
could just pro-actively clean the gutters on a
other campus stores, into the Student Health
regular basis, (roof leaks) wouldn't happen.
Center. But plans to relocate the facility have
But I am not sure what the University's plans
been nixed, according to Health Center offiare for the maintenance of its building spaces."
cials, and the University is shopping for posStudents agree the health center should be
sible building sites.
moved.
Interim Vice President for Health Affairs,
Floyd J. Malveaux could not be reached for
Please See HEALTH CENTER, A2
comment.
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Voices of the Past

Former Black Panther Leader
Elaine Brown Has Her Say
we have even more Blacks behind bars."
Brown, 57, is as much a leader now as she
was in 1974 when Huey Newton was exiled
to Cuba, leaving her to lead the party.
Elaine Brown is in a constant state of furry.
"It's funny," Brown said with a laugh. "You
And most people don't even know her.name.
would think that by now I would have calmed
And they don't know that she was the fordown, but no. I'm stiH the same woman I was
mer chairman of the Black Panther Party.
30 years ago when
But there is one thing she is makI joined the Black
ing very clear: She is mad about
This is the first of a
Panthers."
politics, education and the state of
Besides working
the Black community.
r ·es of articles that
on her second book
"Right now we as people are in
ke a look back at
and a movie based
the worst shape we have ever been
le
ders
of
the
Civil
on her life story,
in," Brown said. Things are worse
i hts Movement to betthan when she joined The Black
Brown is in the
er assess the progress
process of starting
Panther Party nearly 30 years ago,
an independent
of Black America in the
she said.
school in her curThere has been. virtually no
Yeqr 2000.
rent home of
improvement within the last 30
years, Brown said. She attributes
Atlanta. She is also
this to politicians like Bill Clinton and memthe founder of Mothers Advocating Juvenile
bers of the Congressional Black Caucus.
Justice, an organization set up to protect young
"Black people love Bill Clinton, but the
Black males from what Brown said is an
· only thing he has done is take away welfare
unfair penal system.
for Blacks when there are no jobs out there to
The book Brown is working on is the most
offer them," Brown said. "And the Black caupressing issue for her right now. Focusing on
•
cus is an embarrassment. They have been
a real-life 13 year old Black boy housed in an
around for 30 years and have done nothing
Atlanta prison, the book explores the child's
positive for us. In fact, because of laws they
voted to enact, such as the three strikes law,
Please See VOICES, A4
By LAUREN B. ANDERSON
City Editor
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By Chay Lee .
Hilltop Staff Writer
Every school day for the past ten
years El Hajj Gibril and his wife
Jennifer have wheeled steel carts
full of hot cocoa bread·, Utz potato
chips, refreshments, and just about
every snack imaginable in front of
the School of Business.
The husband and wife team are
among several food vendors who
provide quick and low cost snacks
to students who frequently visit
their snack carts
between classes .
•
"I know most of the School of
Business students," Gibril said. "I
never forget a face."
A graduate of Jacksonville State
University with a Bachelors of
Science in Business Administration;Gibril said he got tired of
working for others. He decided to
do something about it. He started
his vendor business along with his
wife and the rest is history.
About five vendors post up on
6th Street everyday. The vendors
say they work from 6-10 hours a
day. Food on a vendor's cart often
sells below the retail price.
But as Howard continues it's

pursuit of street privatization, Gibril and the other vendor's days on
campus might become numbered.
"I'm a business man," he said.
"I'll do something else, but we
must preserve the street. It's not
.
,,
private property.
Past attempts by the university to
make the 6th Street private property were denied by the city.
University relations could not be
reached for any comments on the
matter.
Students say they have become
accustomed to the street vendors.
" They are here for us," said
senior Melissa Scott. " I can
always count on them to be there
when I need to grab something in
between classes. Their prices are
also better."
Senior Nikki St. John likes the
convenience of the vendors.
" I get my cocoa bread everyday,
and then I'm off to my first
class."
Vendors say the students make
their job worthwhile." I love the
kids," said James McLaughin who
has sold snacks in front of the
School of Social Work since 1968.
" ... goo ct peopIe."

~-~
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·
Photo by Karleen Ro:f.
El Hajj Gibril hands a student her order on Tuesday. Gibril says he fears that the University might try to privatize Sixth Street and force him :
out of business.
•
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School of Business.•
Burglaries Make ID!•
Cards a Must
i•
•
••
•••

By THELISHA Wooo_s
Hilltop Staff Writer

Students who forget their Howard identification cards in their dorm
rooms will have to trudge back home if they want to enter the School of
Business.
A recent string of vandalism, thefts, and assaults in the building have
caused the administration to demand that everyone entering the building
display an ID.
"In the last six months we have had two brand new computers stolen,
one from the smart classroom and one from our lab," said Dean Sirjue,

•

Photo by Karleen Roy
-' ,Loving the Sunshine: On the Yard last Friday many students kicked off their heels and took in so1ne rays between classes. The first Friday of the school year was,
-marked with a blazing sun a:id scattered showers. This week's weather wa'> a little cooler.
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Director of Administration for the School of Business. "We have also had:
the fire extinguishers set off on a monthly basis, so that the chemicals
'
from them were everywhere in the hallway."
:
Sirjue said other incidents aided in the decision to implement the ID pot:
icy. Profanity written in bathrooms, a laptop stolen from a student, two •
•,
faculty members whose purses were stolen, and one faculty member
assaulted in a stairway were the chief causes of the policy.
:
"Thousands and thousands of dollars have been lost, and equally impor-:
tant, a lot of time has been lost because staff members have had to fix up :
the vandalism damage, and we now have to police the building," said Bar,
ron Harvey, Dean of the School of Business. •
:
Campus police check ID cards from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Harvey said the :
school is considering expanding the hours until 11 p.m.
:
"We know that having to stop to get your ID card checked can at times •
•,
be inconvenient for students, so we are working on speeding up that
process by employing things such as card readers. We have the technolo- :
gy; it just needs to be installed," Harvey said.
:
Although an e-mail was sent out to students over the summer announc- •
ing the new policy, and signs were posted around the building, some stu- :
dents were surprised when they were first stopped on their way to class. :
"During the school day, especially around noon, it becomes a hassle
;
because there is a crowd and sometimes having to stop makes you late for:
class," sophomore international business major Alex Dixon said.
•
Others like the new policy.
:
"It may be a hassle, but I would want them to protect what we have
:
rather than for us to come to our classes and not have it one day," said
:
sophomore international business major Yuvay Meyers.
•
A month has passed since the ID card checks began, and some say they :
have noticed a change in the school's security.
,
"In the short period of time I haven't had to ask people to leave or ques- :
lion someone as to why they are here," Harvey said.
•
"I have certainly seen a change in things, and a faculty member has actu~
ally approached me and said 'it's about time,'" Sirjue said.
:

'

••

'Baby Pianos' Help Freshmen Feel At Home, Students Say
By THELISHA A. Wooos
Hilltop Staff Writer
Freshman Casey George never
thought he would find a baby grand
piano in the lounge when he
arrived at Charles R. Drew Hall in
August.
George, who plays classical
music on the piano, was ecstatic.
"Well, one wouldn't really expect
a piano in a dorm," he said. "How-

ever having it here is nice."
From new computer labs to flowers, the Office of Residence Life
has gone to great lengths to make
the freshman experience less
daunting.
With the installation of baby
grand pianos in the lounge areas of
Charles R. Drew Hall and Tubman
Quadrangle, the freshman experience has become more home-like,
for some.

"Having the pianos here gives the
Quad more of a home feel," said
Freshman Tinesha Williams. "You
can just go in there and relax."
The pianos were placed in the
dorms a week before the freshman
arrived. One would expect to see
the large glossy-black pianos in a
hotel lobby, rather in the lounge of
a student dormitory. Similar pianos
retail in stores from about $4,000.
"Residence halls are a living and

learning environment, so the
pianos give the students a chance
to practice and continue to develop
their skills,'' said Reverend
Nathaniel Thomas, Drew Hall
community director.
"The main reason the pianos were
placed in Crandall and Truth hall is
because we will have vaiious cultural awareness functions and banquets," said junior Danette Boykin,
a resident assistant in Truth Hall.

Pals Not Allowed on Trip Due to Unapproved T-Shirts
From PALS, A I
they can't experience the fun that they
provided for us."
Daniel Goodwin, Assistant Dean
of Student Life and Activities said he
was apologetic to the freshmen. "I
want to personally offer an apology
to the new students who have had to
suffer through all this family mess."
Goodwin said when the shirts
arrived, the Pals did not want to wear
them because they already had the
shirts they ordered.

The Pals then wrote a letter to
Goodwin and Belinda LightfootWatkins, Dean of Student Life and
Activities, informing them that they
purchased their own shirts and whil,;
they appreciated the shirts bought for
them, they would rather wear their
own.
"The letter was not signed by anyone. When Mr. Goodwin showed it to
me, I thought it was a joke," Watkins
said.
Watkins said she questioned Hys-

ton about the authenticy of the
unsigned letter. "If we give you something formal, and it's still not good
enough, that proves that we're being
treated like kids,'' Hyston said, "It
makes us wonder who the adults are."
Hyston went on to say that the Pals
did not feel they were appreciated.
The Campus Pals organized the
Kings Dominion trip, Hyston said, so
this wasn't just about shirts it was
about the way Student Life and Activities treats them.
,

Watkins agreed with Hyston, but
for another reason. She said the issue
was about the Pals' disrepect and
how their conduct reflects her office.
"Somewhere along the lines the
Pals have lost focus on what their role
is, they act as if this is a fraternity.
This is not a social hook-up club.
Their behavior does not exemplify
student mentors."

•

Besides helping freshman students relax, the pianos seem to be
aiding in bringing this year's class
of freshman a little closer together.
There are more than 1,300 freshmen in this year's class.
"Someone will be playing the
piano and then other students will
sing along," George said. " So it
brings us together through the
music."
·
Freshmen aren't the only ones

••
•

••
•

enjoying the pianos in the dorms. :
Some of the resident and graduate :
assistants have also expressed their•
delight about the pianos.
:
"It has produced a wonderful
:
enhancement to the environment," :
said Drew Hall Graduate Assistant •
Kenyatta Hobson. "I have heard ••
students play everything from show•
tunes to gospel music, so there is a:
lot of talent here."
'

••
•'
••
•

Health Center Needs to Bci
••
•
Moved, Officials Say
•
'•'

From •HEALTH CENTER, A I
It looks horrible,'' said senior
broadcast journalism, Crystal Penn.
"It looks really bad. They need to
renovate or move it."

Some students think the buildin~•
should stay 1n 11 current location. •
"I don't want the health center
move," said senior political scienc¢
major Mark Smith. " Because it is
convenient where it is right now."
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Street Vendors Still Fe.a r Street Privatization
•
By Chay Lee
Hillrop S1aff Writer
Every school day for the past ten
years El Hajj Gibril and his wife
Jennifer have wheeled steel carts
full of hot cocoa breacf. Utz pota10
chips, refreshments. and just abou1
every snack imaginable in fro111,of
the School of Business.
The husband and wife team are
among several food vendors who
provide quick and low cost snacks
to studenl\ who frequently visil
their snack c,arts between classes.
"I know most of the School of
Business ,1uden1s." Gibril said. "I
never forget a face."
A graduate of Jacksonville State
Universi1y wi1h a Bachelors of
Science in Business Administration:Gibril said he got tired of
working for others. He decided to
do some1hing abom i1. He started
his vendor business along with his
wife and 1he re,i ,s history.
About five vendors pO!,I up on
6th Street everyday. The vendors
say they work from 6-10 hours a
day. Food on a vendor's cari often
sells below the rernil price.
But as Howard con1inues it's

pursuit of street privati1:1tion. Gib
ril and the other vendor's days on
campus might become numbered.
"I'm a business man," he said.
"I' II do something else. but we
must preserve the street. It's not
private property."
Pa.,t attempts by the university to
make the 6th S1ree1 privale proper•
1y were denied by the city.
Univel'liity relations could not be
reached for any comments on the
matter.
Students say they have become
accustomed to 1hc street \'Cndors.
" They are here for us," said
senior Melissa Scott." I can
always counl on 1hem to be there
when I need to grab some1hing in
between classes. Their prices are
also better."
Senior Nikki S1. John likes the
convenience of 1he vendors.
.. I gel my cocoa bread everyday,
and 1hen I'm off 10 my firs I
class:·
Vendors ,ay the s1udents make
their job worthwhile." I I0\'C 1he
kids," said James Mclaughin who
has sold snacks in front of 1he
School of Social Work since 1968.
"... good people:·

J

·

PholO by Karleen Roi

El Hajj Gibril hands a student her order on Tuesday. Gibril says he fears that the University might try to prh-atize Sixth Street and force him :
out of business.

••
•

School of Business.
Burglaries Make ID:
Cards a Must
·
•

By T U ELISHA Wooo,s
Hilltop Staff Writer
Students who forge! their Howard identification cards in their dorm
,
rooms will have to trudge back home if they want to enter 1he School of :
Business.
!
A recent string of vandalism. 1herts, and assaults in the building have ,
caused the administra1ion to demand tha1 everyone entedng the building !
display an ID.
!
"In 1he last six months we ha\'e had two brand new compu1ers stolen. :
one from the smart classroom and one from our lab," said Dean Sirjue, •
Direcror of Administration for rhe School of Bu,iness. "We have also had:
the fire extinguishers ,e1 off on a mon1hly basis. so thal the chemicals !
from them were everywhere in the hallway."
:
Sirjue said other incidems aided in the decision to implemen1 the ID pol[
icy. Profanily wrinen in ba1hrooms. a laptop stolen from a student. two ,
faculty member, whose purses were stolen, and one faculty member
',
assaulted in a stairway were the chief causes of the policy.
''Thousands and 1housands of dollars have been lost, and equally impor-:
tanl. a lot of lime has been los1 because staff members have had to fix up !
the vandalism damage. and we now hn\'C to police the building;· said Bar•
ron Harvey. Dean of 1he School of Business. •
:
Campus police check ID cards from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Harvey said the :
school is considering expanding 1he hours un1il 11 p.m.
'
"We know that having to ,1op to ge1 your ID card checked can al times ,
be inconvenient for ,1Udents. so we are working on speeding up that
,
process by employing things ,uch as card readers. We have the technolo- :
gy: it jusl needs to be installed." Harvey said.
:
Although an e-mail was sent 0111 10 students over the summer announc- :
ing the new policy. und sign, were posted around the building. some stu- •
dents were surprised when 1hey were firs1 stopped on their way 10 class. :
"During the school day. especially around noon, it becomes a hassle
:
because there is a crowd and sometimes having to stop makes you late
class:· sophomore international business major Alex Dixon said.
Others like lhe new policy.
"It may be a hassle. bul I would want them 10 protect what we have
rnlher than for us to come to our classes and not have i1 one day" said
sophomore in1ernational busine» major Yuvay Meyers.
,
A month has passed since the ID card checks began, and some say they •
have no1iced a change in the school's securi1y.
:
"In 1he short period of time I haven't had to ask people to leave or ques- ;
lion someone as to why they are here:· Harvey said.
:
"I have certainly seen a change in things. and a faculty member has act~
ally approached me and ~aid 'i1's aboul time."' Sirjue said.

for:

Photo h) Karleen Ro,.
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'Baby Pianos' Help Freshmen Feel At Home, Students Say
By TIIEUSII \A.WOODS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Freshman Casey George never
though! he would find a baby gr;,nd
piano in the lounge when he
arrived at Charle, R. Drew Hall in
Augusl.
George. who plays classical
music on the piano. was ecs1mic.
"Well. one wouldn't really expect
a piano in a dorm," he said. "How-

e\'er having it here is nice,"
From new computer labs to 0owers. the Office of Residence Life
has gone to great lengths to make
the freshman experience less
daunting.
With 1he ins1alla1ion of baby
grand pianos in the lounge areas of
Charles R. Drew H,111 and Tubman
Quadrangle. the freshman experience has become more home-like.
for some.

"Hnving the pianos here gives the
Quad more of a home fee1:· said
Freshman Tinesha Williams. "You
can just go in there and relax."
The pianos were placed in the
dorms a week before the freshman
arrived. One would expec1 to see
the large glossy•bhick pianos in a
ho1el lobby. rather in the lounge of
a student dormitory. Similar pianos
remit in stores from about $4.000.
"Re,idence halls arc n living and

learning environment. so the
pianos give the students a chance
to practice and con1inue to develop
their skills." said Reverend
Nathaniel Thomas. Drew Hall
community director.
"The main reason the pianos were
placed in Crandall and Truth hall is
because we will have various cultural awareness functions and banquets," said junior Danelle Boykin.
a resident assistan1 in Truth Hall.

Pals Not Allowed on Trip Due to Unapproved T-Shirts
From PALS. Al
they can·1 experience the fun tha1they
provided for us."
Daniel Goodwin, Assistant De:ui
of Student Life and Activi1ies said he
was apologe1ic to the freshmen. "1
want to personally offer :1n apology
10 the new students who have had 10
suffer through all this family mess."
Goodwin said when the shirts
arrived.1he Pals did not want to wear
them because they already had the
shirts they ordered.

The Pals then wrole a letter to
Goodwin and Belinda LightfootWatkins. Dean of Student Life and
Activities. informing 1hem that they
purchased their own shirts and while
they appreciated the shirts bough! for
them. they would ralher wear their
own.

''The leuer was not signed by anyone. When Mr. Goodwin showed it 10
me. I thought it wa, a joke:· Watkins
said.
Watkins said she questioned Hys-

ton about the authenticy of the
unsigned letter. "If we give you something formal, and it's s1ill not good
enough. that proves that we're being
treated like kids," Hyston said. "It
make9 us wonder who the adults are."
Hyston went on to ,ay thllt the Pals
did not feel they were t1ppreciated.
The Campus Pal s organiied the
Kings Dominion trip. Hyston said. so
1his wasn·1 jus1 abou1 shirts it was
abom the way S1uden1 Life and Activi1ics 1reats 1hem.

Watkins agreed with Hyston. but
for another reason. She said the issue
w.as about the Pals' disrepect and
how their conduct reflects her office.
"Somewhere along the lines the
Pals have lost focus on wha1 their role
is. 1hey net as if this is a fraternity.
This is not a social hook-up club.
Their behavior does not exemplify
s111dent mentors.''

Besides helping fre,hman ,IUdents relax.. 1hc pianos seem to be
aiding in bringing 1his year's class
of freshman a linle closer toge1her.
There are more than 1.300 freshmen in 1his year's class.
"Someone will be playing the
piano and 1hen 01her students will
sing along," George said... So it
brings us 1ogether through the
music."
Freshmen aren't the only ones

enjoying the pianos in the dorms. ,
Some of the resident and graduate :
assistants have also expressed 1heir•
delight abom the pianos.
'
"11 has produced a wonderful
enhancement to the environmen1," :
said Drew Hall Graduate Assistant:
Kenyatta Hobson. "I hnve heard ,
students piny everything from show
tunes to gospel music, so there is a:
lot of talent here.''
'

'

Health Center Needs to Bci

Moved, Officials Say
From HEALTH CENTER, A I
II looks horrible.'' said senior
broadcast journalism. Crystal Penn.
"It looks really bad. They need 10
renovate or move it."

Some students think the buildin,'
should stay in i1current location. >
"I don't want the heallh center to
move," said senior political science
major Mark Smith. " Because it i~
convenien1 where it is right now,"
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We're looking for thinkers. Not just their diplomas.

. ~i,"!~£t1en Sonsulting On Campus

.

Strategy Case Interview Workshop - Monday, September 11, 6 pm
Strategy Presentation - Monday, September 18, 6 pm
Speaker's Bureau - Wednesday, September 27, 4:30-6:30 pm
Al I events will be held in the School of Business. All majors welcome.
Resume submission deadline is September 22

It's all about making an impact.
You know you're more than a piece of paper.
You're bursting with ideas and insights that can
change the world of business. And at Andersen
Consulting, we want them.
As a leading global management and
technology consulting organization, we bring
our insights and ideas to world-class clients to
help them achieve profound change. After all,
0

t998 Andersen Consulting. All rights rtS<:rvcd. AA equ.al opportunity employer

it takes powerful ideas to align strategy with
people, processes and technology.
We'll provide first-rate training and
guidance, and expose you to a variety of
projects and industries. All of which builds a
solid foundation for your future.
Take this opportunity to talk to us about
yourself, and most importantly, your ideas.

Visit our Web site at ac.com
This is a great time to be part of our
firm as we create a new identity and
seize new opportunities.

..
••
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: Howard Student Gunned Down By Police Officer
From JONES, A I
will not be in vain. We need to mobilize and organize
rationally," Simmons said. "This is a situation because it
is here at Howard. I arn angry but that is not enough.
Anger will not feed Jones' daughter. anger will not put
her through school or insure this will not happen to her
mother. I am in I00 percent support of any organization
in this effort and encourage students to participate in this
event."
Along with students HU faculty have also been
touched by the shooting.
"I am glad 10 see the response of the students. PG
County residents are also responding to
this specific brutality incident. This systematic probFrom VOICES. Al
case. The boy is currently serving
a mandatory 10 year sentence for
~tealing $20 from a McDonald's.
!3rown said she hopes her book will
ake a powerful statement.
Stories like the one she is writing
Jlbout are common place in America.

r

lem needs to be traced to the root; it needs to be known
how officers are trained and what philosophies of criminal justice are provided. It seems to be some personal
issues at hand with the officer. In this case
the idea of protect and serve has been clouded, the
process of innocent until proven guilty has been thrown
out," said Dr. Debyii S. Thomas, School of Communications professor.
The Prince George's County police officers have shot
12 in the past I 3 months, killing five of them. Two others died while they were in police protection.
The FBI opened a criminal investigation into the
Jones shooting on Thursday, after an independent autopsy found that Jones was shot nine times in the back. FBI
investigations of the 12 other shooting cases are ongoing.

Brown saia. Ami ifisl>eciiuse of er
strong feelings about children that
she is starting her school.
"The children are our bc,;1 hope for
the future because they are still young
enough not to be tainted by society,"
Brown said.
Tite school, which will focus on
children ages 2-14. will be modeled

afterlife independent schools of the
Black Panther's in the I 970's.
Brown said the state of public
schools is horrible. noting that Georgia is rated 45 among all 50 states,
and Washington, DC is rated nationally as the having the worst public
schools.
The only thing keeping Brown

CamJJUS Digest

Jones who was killed on Beechwood Lane near Seven
Corners, 3 a.m. last Friday, was followed in his black Jeep
Cherokee from Prince George's to Fairfax County. Earlier this week police officials said Jones was being followed because police thought his vehicle might be tied
to a stolen police weapon.
Jones· parents were unavailable for comment late
Wednesday. Jones who was soon 10 enlist in the Navy,
leaves one IO-month-old daughter and fiancee, Candace
Jackson. 22.
"He was a great father and human being. people
should get involved and get the facts, I would like to see
all HU students support and come to the meeting for the
whole story, and ask questions. My main concern is why
my friend was followed in two jurisdictions and
shot nine time by those who were suppose 10 protect,
from slarting lhe school immediately is money. she said. And she continues to work on fundraising.
Suprising)y, as politically active
as Brown is, the presidential election
is not something Brown chooses to
devote much energy to thinking
about.
Gore is just the lesser of two e,·ils.

the truth will come out in the end, I will dedicate my time
and energy to see justice served." said White, a close
friend of Jones.
Joyce Beck, co-chairman on the Farrell's Citizen's
Advisory Committee states, "my question is. what was
Prince George's doing in Fairfax, shooting?"
Commonwealth's Attorney Robert F. Horan Jr. reportedly said that is was too early 10 speak on lab tests or
forensic evidence at the scene which could talce more than
ten days to complete. Detective Jones has been placed on
leave, with pay. pending the results of the Fairfax investigation and an internal police probe in Prince George's
County.

~Tthiru: the smartest vote a""Blac
person can cast in this year's elections
is for Ralph Nadir of the Oree~
Party," Brown said. "I lite bi°I
because he's dedicated to dismantling capitalism."

Brown so.id of !be two presidential
candidates. And while she hates
Bush. Brown said such a horrible
person may be what America needs
to shock Black people into finally
taking action.
Even though she said the elections
disgust her, Brown has decided to
vote under the Green Party ticket.

HUSA Pushes to Pass Budget,
Simmons Speaks Out on Hosing

Alphas to Host Brother to Brother Youth Conference
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. and the Arts and Sciences Student Council wil.l host their 10th Annual Brother
10 Brother Youth Conference. The title of this year's conference is "Resurrection of our Brother's Future." A volunteer meeting will be held Monday September I Ith at 7:06 p.m., in the Blackburn Center: Forum. For more
information call Jarvis Houston at (202)-865-9547 or rhe Arts and Sciences Student Council Office at (202)865-7009.

Murder, Mystery, and Mayhem
The Howard University Mock Trial Tuam presents a classic tale of WHODUNIT in ''The State of Midland vs.
Ruel T. Ellis." Team members will be on hand to answer questions from students interested in joining rhe ream.
The event starts September 13th at 7:00 p.m. in the Blackburn Gallery Lounge.

Relationships and Christ
The Ambassadors for Christ host a workshop entitled "Dealing with Relationships from a Spiritual Standpoint."
The workshop takes place Monday September 11th at 7:00 p.m. in the Blackburn Center Room 148/150.

Calling AU Sopranos
The Howard Gospel Choir will be holding auditions on August 28th and 31st/September 7th and 9th by appointments only. For an appointment call Allan R. Clyde. Interim Business Manager at (30 I)-805-7722.
Does your o,ga11iwtio11 hal'e an 11pco111i11g el'ent? S11b111it event infonnation to Roben Ford in the Hilltop office
located 011 rhe \\~.tr Towers P-level or e-mail tltehilltop@ho1n1ail.co111. Entries 11111st be received 011 the Mo11day
before print date.

By JENNIFF:R CUMMINGS

Hilltop Staff Writer
2000-2001 budget
Ar Hilltop presstime Howard University Student Association President Sellano Simmons expected
HUSA's 2000-200 I budget to be
approved by the General Assembly
yesterday.
After a five month delay, the General Assembly will meet to deliberate and amend the proposed budget.
The budget comes a little later than
originally expected by HUSA officials.
"It's really no one's fault." said
HUSA President Sellano Simmons.
"It's merely a naw in our constitution.
Last spring when the General
Assembly was called to session. they
failed to make quorum three times
consecutively and the order could
not be passed.
''That's why our first order of business was to revise that portion of our
constitution .." he said.

A handful of HUSA staff took ou~
loans in order to receive payment and
worked for on-campus housing during the summer monrhs because the
budget was not approved.
Registration Woes
With another year of registration
nightmare~ under students belts.
many say that things are slowly
improving. Although long lines of
distressed and tired student, snaked
around the velvet rope partitions in
the Blackburn Student Center.Simmons said this years registration
process may have been one of the
better ones in Howard University's
hbtory.
"Registration was better this time
around." he said. "That's because
our students have become proactive
by bringing all of the necessary
materials with them."
"Our administrative officers dealing with registration have handled it
well." Simmons said. "We're moving
away from problems that can·1 be

solved to situations that we can handle."
Campus Homelessness
"Why weren't we ready?," was a
question on the mind of the Simmons. Since last spring. University
officials said the incoming freshman
class would be one of the largest in
the University's history. However,
the University fell short in providing
housing to students even after previously confirming their boarding
requests in the spring.
"It was absolutely ridiculous," he said. " For many months in
advance school officials bragged
about the great influx of new students
expected for the fall semester. so why
weren't they prepare? Why were
dorms overbooked if we knew what
to expect? If they knew the demand.
why didn't they respond according-

y.1·•
'

HUSA Bear is a weekly coillmn
written HUSA beat reporter, Je1111ifer
C11111mi11gs.

Enron's true business is about
changing the way the world
does business, creating new
markets no one thought of
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before. We began as a natural
gas pipeline company. and
today we also sell other energy
and communications services.
But we've simply demolished
the ways in which these and
other formerly static industries
worked, transforming them
into global. electronic

The Enron Analyst Program
The Enron Analyst Program is a development program for all entry-level
professionals. The program will give you meaningful work to build your skills.
You'll start with an in-depth orientation. Then, in two one-year assignments,
you'll provide the analytical and technical support needed to execute
complicated financial transactions, focusing on accounting and finance
concepts, modeling, data analysis, tax and global technology. Many of our
Analysts enter business schools when their rotations end-and some receive
financial aid from Enron for their studies. Upon graduation, some of those
students return to Enron as Associates. Opportunities for direct promotion to
Associate are available.

commodity markets almost
overnight through a
combination of financial and
technological innovation-and
by constantly asking "Why?"
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVIITES AND
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM

PRESENT
'"~AT THE MOVIES''
STARTING TI.ME: 7:30 P . .M.
FREESNACKS

TICKETS: $2. 00
CRAA-fTON BOX OFFICE

I

'

SEPTEMBER 13 •·H

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2
STARRING: TOM CRU/5,E. VING RHAMES

SEPTEMBER 27TH

GLADIATOR
STARRING: RU.C::,SELL CROWE, DIJMON HOUNSOU

OCTOBER 4-ru

SHANGHAI NOON
STARRING: JACKIE C' HAN. OWEN WILSON

OCTOBER 11 Tll

SHAFT
STARRING: ..<:;AMUEL L . JAC'KSON. VANE.S'SA WILLIAMS
AND Bl/ STA RHYME.S'

NOVEMBER 1 8 T

SCARY MOVIE
STARRING: MARLC)N WA YAN, SHAWN WAYANS'AND
RECilNA HALL

NOVEMBER

NUTTY PROFESSOR II: THE KLU.MPS
STARRING: EDDIE M U I?.I'f-lY. JANE1' JACKSON

8TH

'

NOVEMBER 15-ru

THE HOLLOW MAN
STARRING: KEI/ /N BAC'C)N. ELISABETH 5;/fUE

DECEMBER

4Tn

THE ART Or WAR
STARRING: J.VE,'>Ll:.'Y SlvfPE.<,

DECEMBER

sr"

BAIT
STARRING: ./.4.A-fIE 1--cJ. \ ~¥

.

RfTIRfMftll

lrlSURANCE

MUTUAL FUtJOS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

SlJNINIEI\ .J()IJ
llll)N''I' <:lJ'l' l't'·?

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.
TIAA-CREF has delivered impressive results like these
by combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our CREF Growth Account one of many CREF van•
able annuities, we combine active management with
enhanced indexing. Wrth two strategies, we have
two ways to seek out performance opportunitieshelping to make your investments work twice as hard.

EXPENSERATIO
OUGmtt
A((OOlfT

INOU!Tll
AYWGf

,,0.32'-" 2,0')!12
1

This approach also allows
us to adapt our investments
to different marl:et
conditions, which rs
especially important during
volatile economic times.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

TheUPS

EARN&
LEARN
Program

26.70~ 27.87~ 26.60%
1 YEAR
AS Of &30'00

_,

..

SYEARS

~E l'lClPTKlN

6l30'00

412<}'94

'}

.

AYAIWlESHIFJS:
T11idit Slr.t stats at 5:30p,i,Mcro3)' •flidrj
Dly' Sl:t stats at 11:30am, Mooda-j · Froiy
~ Sh~ stats at 10:451lffl, Monda-J·llmdiy &9:30p,i, ~
(3-1/2 to 5ho.nM!/da-j)

•UP TO $23,~0 IN EOllCAJlON A.SSISTAHCE
, 3-1/2to5iwslit/da-j
' Wttkcrds &Holida-js Off!
•401(k) &Slock Purdlase ~
·Mt~ ~c.1/ifeilslsm

APP1Y IN PERSON:

~fS·lhtndays, 9PM-11PM

•~ moons &~

Combine this team approach with our low expenses
and you'll see how TIAA--CREF stands apart from
the competitron. Call and find out how TIAA-CREF
can work for you today and tomorrow.

s2:i,ooo~

IN COLLEGE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE

Here's llllat you1get:
•Grea1 stallilg P1f ol S8.SO·S9.50ftir

CREF GROWTH ACCOUNT 3

I

GIT UPTO

Mooda-js &~ - 7PM •8PM

'Mla~ t ~

Tuesdays· fooayl, 10:30AM · 12:30PM
Tuesdays, 6PM · 8PM

PART·TIME SUPERVISORS
UPS BURIONS'i1U£ FAOUTY

1.800 .842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete informatioo onou-se<uri~ products. J)leasecal t800 842.2733. ext 5509, to request prOSpecMes. Read lhem c:.iref!Aty
before yoo invest t TIAA-CREF expenses reflect the waMJ of aport,on of the fllflds' ,n.estment management feei. guaranteed 11111 July
1, 2003. 2. Source Mornings,a,, tnc. &3000. lrading 939 ave,age latge-c:.ip '10fflh ill1nlity funds. 3. Doe to cu-,ent marl:et vdality, our
securities l)(O(l,m· performain today may be~~ than sllOM1 aboYe. The in-iestment imts shown lor CREF Growth variable aroo,ty reflect
past performance and are not indicative of Min rates of ret11n These ren.ns and the value ol the pnnopal )'OU have 1n.ested wil fluctuate.
so the shales you On'l'I may be more or less than their origo1al price \lllOl1 r~tJon. • TIAA-<Rff Individual and lnsbtutional SeMces. Inc.
d~tnbotes the CREf and TIAA Real Est.11e variable annuities. • Teadlers Peoonat ~ors SeMces, Inc. dl5tnbutes the Peoonat Anru~
variable annuity c ~ t . motual fll1ds and tuitioo savings agreements. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF life Insurance Co., New Yor1c. NY. issue
insu,ance and anllUtES. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB pro,ides trust set'lices. • ln~nt products are not FDICinsured, may lose
value and are not bank guaranteed. 0 2000 TIAA-CREF OM>3

•UP TO $28,000' IN£DU0010N ASSISWICE
14841Sldzertn
'~
fllJSt have ~C\ioos ~p
I.ml, MD 20707
~~expetier;;e
•Gainvimlemwgement expetier;;e
Rx- roore informaoon call:
•Wort 5·6 hom ~ da-j, S~ awed
' Cool)etwe IOOfldtj Saa)'

·M~paciage
t •Miaocemeot~

301-497-1064
m.upsjobs.com

·I
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The City
BUSINESS PRQFQ,E

Local Record Store Serves Up Daily 'Eargasms'
Along with listening booths. the store provides copies
of 11,e Source, Vibe and XXL which allows customers
to select music based on magazine ratings.
Black owned and operated. selling Black music
Brewington said he was both inspired and encouraged
describes Eargasm Music. the local record store located by friend Jermaine Dupree 10 start the business. but he
at 2622 Georgia Ave.
·
thanks his mother for being the driving force behind his
In its third week of business. Earsuccess.
gasm is offering Howard students and ~ - - - -- - - -- - -- - , Eargasm is one of Brewington's
local residents the latest in hip hop,
Eargasm Music
many accomplishments including
rap. gospel, jazz and reggae music at
five pager stores in the district and
reasonable prices.
Hours: Monday -Thursday: 12pm •
his own record label, Maximum
The music store, hou sed in the
10 pm. Friday -Saturday: 12 pm -12
Capacity, which is distributed by
vibrant red brick building across from
a.m. Sunday: Closed.
MCN Universal Records.
the School of Business. is just as colLocation: 2622 Georgia Avenue.
Brewington said he plans to beat
orful on the inside as it is on the outShowcase your talent: Call owner
out local competition by offering
side.
Mike Brewington at (202) 328-8200
lower prices.
Mike Brewington said he hopes 10
for job opportunities or a chance to
''Our prices are generally $2-3
anract Howard students as it's prime
perform.
cheaper than other local record
customers. Showcasing Black perstores," Brewington said. "And
formers. DJ's and all types of Black music are Eargusm·s besides offering pagers and cellular phones. my hours are
goals.
Inter than the competition's."
Posters of all the hottest hip hop artists line the walls
Local residents may have heard the music floating
while BET plays on the television hanging from the ceil- through the airwaves every Friday and Saturday night.
ing.
These are the days local talent and DJs have their chance
Brewington said he has decorated the store the way it in the spotlight, Brewington said.
is 10 auract younger customers.
If you think the music's loud now. w-Jil until HU's 2000
"Younger urban consumers di ffer from older con- Homecoming. Big name distributors BMG and EM I
sumers," Brewington said. "And communication is key have something in store for customers. Brewington said
10 connecting with them."
surprise artists will have a special rooftop performance
Unlike many other music stores that force you to buy during the weeklong event in October.
and then listen. Eargasm offers a fresh approach 10 purAs for its unique name. Brewington said there is no spechasing music.
cial meaning bel1ind it.

By CANDICE THOMPSON
Hilllop Staff Writer

'-- ---- ---- ---_J

"We aren't really trying to cater to any group of people in particular, moreso a lifestyle of urban fashion."
Hebrook said. "Our location was strategically picked
Why
because we wanted to bring the suburban shopping
CJ<pericnce to a more urban environment."
By Jozen Cummings
Hebrook said the store doesn't compete with large
malls, because local competition is fierce enough.
Clothes and money are two essentials for every col··we·ve never fell the need to compete with malls like
lege student. but should we have 10 seriously sacrifice Georgetown or Pentagon City because the stores around
one in order 10 have the other?
here stay pretty competitive amongst each other,"
Judging by the prices at the local stores on Georgia Hebrook said.
Avenue, the answer is a resounding "yes."
Hebrook is right when he said the store doesn't comUnfortunutely, gelling the deals wc want usually pete on it's prices.
doesn't apply to the fresh Timberland boots, FUBU
A particular pair of Timberlands at a store on Georjeans and Roe-a-Wear shirts we all lo,e wearing.
gia Ave, sold forSl20.00whlle the uact same pair were
The stores on Georgia Ave. offer nice merchandise, offered at Macy's in Pentagon City for $100.00.
and in return. many students shop in the local busiWhile the fact is obvious that a pair of Timberlands
nesses.
is going to cost everyone a fair share of their paycheck.
Yet. there n:mains one minor setback in our convenient we can all clearly see how much money we would be
shopping location: the overwhelming pnccs.
saving just by taking the short Metro ride to Pentagon
Considering the IC1<:ation of these clothing stores, I Citv
pondered the question ,is to why they would locate
N·o matter what Howard students choose to do, the
them!<elve, in a low income neighborhood surrounding choice is their own as the question of where to sltop
a college where a student's spending money is tradi- remains.
tioaally minimal.
But considering the budget most of us are on. the
Al Hebrook, a sales associate al the local business, Up inconvenience of a train ride seems a small price to pay.
Against the Wall, said the store docs not change its
Jo:cn Cununings is afreshma11 print jo11malism major
prices to accommodate local people.

Commentary

Are Local Businesses
So Expensive?

The Hilltop.
Don't Just Read It...
Report and Write for
your Campus Paper.
Meet the Editors every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. and
pick up a story.
Meetings are held in
the Hilltop Office,
Howard Plaza Towers West
Call: 202 -806-6866
E-mail: thehilltop@hotmail.com

~<"<> By Ja,dlc B<l~-c
In its chi rd "eek or bu.sines.., . Ears=a~m h Offl'rinA lion a rd !'!tudenl~ a nd local n "\idenls the latc,t in hip hop. rup, go~ptl, Jau

and reggae music at rea\Onublc prk~ .

•

•·11 just came 10 me," Brewington said of the sture title
and slogan: Have you had your eargasnt'!
Brewington notes there are also job opportunities at Eargasm.
"There are four open slots for employment and a fifth

spot for a junior business major interested in interning,"
Brewington said. "I'm willing to tmin and school this student on the computer and all the line, of owning your own
business.'·

Howard Alum to Organize Youth March
By SMtANTHA Rll'PKEY
Hilltop Staffwriter
On all paper money the words, "In
God We Trust" are inscribed. How
many of us can honestly say that it
is truly within God we lrust'? This
is the question that Mauhew Payne.
founder of One Common Unity. asks
of himself and others.
One Common Unity is the name of
the youth march Payne has scheduled for October 21. The march will
be located on 13th St. NW between
U and W streets.
A former Howard communications
major, Payne, 26. lives in Ward One
and considers himse lf extremely
politically active. Working a, .,jau
poet for the last three years. Payne
has been busy. However. he has not
been so busy that he couldn't dedicate some of hi s time to local kids.
"This rally is an extension of the
movement," Payne said. " It's cen-

tercd around the love of God and
encouraging people to love one
another." Payne suggests people
e.,hibit love not j,"1 through words.
but through act ion and service.
These mca~ure\ and non•violence
are the key message, Payne hopes to
portmy to youth attending the march.
The Metropolitan Po lice. The
Office of Youth Violence and The
National Foundation for Teaching
Entrepreneurship :ITI! also in\'olved in
the march.
One of the main events that will
take place is a "violent toy trade in ."
At the trade in. youth will be encour•
aged to trade in violent toys for
Washington Wi,ard tickets and other
educational i1crns.
Payne said he truly hopes 10 bridge
the gap between those who have
needs and those who can help peo•
pie with needs.
Different musical genres will be
featured on the two stages Payne has

rented. Among the different types of
music to be offered are Latin. go go,
J 3ZZ, gospel, African drumming.
rock and hip hop.
Local politician • Jim Graham. a
Ward One council member is scheduled to speak on one of the stages.
There are Howard University stu•
dents in approval of this rall)c "Anytime someone takes the initiat ive to
promote gun awareness, it's a step in
the right direction," said sophomore
market ing major Alison Ho llis.
Sophomore nursing major Tanesha
Richardson agrees. ·'The time has
finally come for people to recognize
and take action to ,iop gun violence." Richardson said.
The march will take place on October 21, 2000 from 11 am to 7 pm .
For tho,e interested in voluntccrrng.
Payne encourage, students to email
him at th.emo,·c2k@hotmnil,com.
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An occasional photo feature on Howard Stude nt Life
By Photographer Dana Bingham
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Goes Greek
The Autumn winds did more than rusUe the leaves of trees last
week, it also brought manv fraternities and sororities to the Yard for
a noon time sho\\\ Many passing students watched as the Greek
organizations stepped_,,ch anted and crooned U1eir way back onto the
1ard for the fall semester.

,/
SURJE( 'T.

MANDATORY WORKSHOP

011 /'11eitl"Y• September 12, l f){){J, frm11 9:(1() "·" ,. 1111/i/ I : fJfJ p.m. the
Oflice of Student Activities will hold a mnndatory follow up of the Financial
Document Workshop held this past April. P lease send the husiness manager
or treasurer fn)111 your organization ~o they . ,1s well .is yourself lll:I) become
more acqunintcd with the linanc ial system and the r•quisit ioning process.
Tiu• JJ'orl..\ht1p will ht• ltelt/ i11 the B lt1cl.h11r11 U11frer.\ity Ce11ter. Re ,uling
l.uunge. The speakers arc as follows·

9:00 n.m.-10: u. m .

Mr. Rick Dawson-rinnncinl Document~
'

10:00 u.111.- J I :00 n.m.

Mr. Bernard Moon-University Scheduling

11:IHI a.m.-1 2 :noon

Dr. Frank lin Chambcrs-Parlinmcntary Proced ures
& Ad visement

12:00 noon- I: 00 p.m.

Mr. rerrancc Samucls-Progrnmming
!

SUBJECT: ORIENTATION SEMINAR (011 Li11e P11rcltasi11g)

l

II

I

On September 13, 2000, at 10:30 a.m. in the University Service Center, Room
413 the Office of Materials Management will be holding a special seminar for
student government leaders oo on-line Purchase Ordering.

''l
'l
I
I

It is hereby mandatory that presidents and financial coordinators attend this
*of equal

0 1·

lesser pri ce

2301 GEORGI A A VENUE• DC
TEL: 202-332-8000
FAX: 202-332-9000
Valid ()nit ol 2.lOI

(i<.~tll).tia

,h·~·1111,· 011 tit, ,la1,,.._

~\~

'\'"01 ,-,1/hl h"ilh ,nl\' oth1.•1 o//i.·r

tintc., /i.,tc.•d aho,·t..•

'

important seminar. For in the verynear future all purchasing will be done on-line; and
there will be no need for the paper trail that's in place at present.
There will be asign up sheet in the Ofilce of Student Activities so that we may
contact you shouldthere be any changes in the schedule.
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Congratulations to Women's Volleyball
for Winning the -First Home Game!!!

L~
n.

iw:_

• . ~/

.)

**************** ~
1~:·
~ifi '
Best Wishes to ~-1~~ - · ·
Soccer (W/M)
Tennis (W/M)
Volleyball
Cross Country (M/W)
and Football
for their upcoming a""ay gamesl!
.
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Po.lice Shooting of Howard
Student is Unacceptable
HAT THE HELL is wrong with the
police? Prince Jones, a Howard
student, was gunned down by an
undercover Prince George's County police
officer last Friday. Carlton P. Jones, the officer who killed Prince Jones, followed him
from Maryland, through the Dis1rict into
Fairfax County.
According to reports, Prince Jones parked
his car and accosted Carlton Jones after he
identified himself as an officer. Reports said
that after that, Prince Jones got back into his
car and started ramming the sport-utility
vehicle the officer was driving.
It seems strange that a man would ram a
police officer's car after he identified himself.
What is evident is that the Princ,e George's
Police department is in the business of shooting and killing people. In the last I 3 months,
they have shot 12 people, killing five of them.
Furthermore, why was a Prince George's

W

County officer in Fairfax? He was out of His
jurisdiction. It took the department four days
to give a reason why Prince Jones was being
followed. Police officials said that his car
might have,been linked to a stolen weapon.
He was not armed and they did not find any
weapons in his car.
There was no reason to shoot him. Under
department policy, a firearm may be discharged at a moving vehicle only when its
occupant is using or Lhreatening deadly force
by means other than the vehicle.
The sad part is that that ano1her young black
male is gone. And a black man did it.
One thing that is clear is 1ha1 there is no
value placed on a black man's life. This is the
same case as Amadou Diallo.
The fact that nothing is probably going to
happen to Carlton Jones is even worse.

Operation Vote Bison
at the Mecca
HE MECCA DRAWS disciples from far
and wide-sludents from every cor- ner of the US and from hundreds of
other countries travel by plane, train, or boat
to quench their thirst for knowledge at
Howard's doorstep. Once Howard students
have soothed their parched throats. they hope
to follow in the footsteps of our great ancestors-simultaneously aspiring to forge new
paths across uncharted territory during the
process. The first step to realizing this goal is
the cultivation of "leadership for America and
the global community" by the amassed efforts
of individuals.
Operation Vote Bison, organized by the
Howard chapter of the NAACP, is one of
these essential steps. Vo1e Bison is an oncampus campaign aimed to register students
to vote in the DC primary elections. Student

T

participation in the primaries, to be held Sept.
12, is of great importance. Jt gives black people the chance to strenglhen !heir voice in
politics. And the Operation Vole Bison campaign offers a convenient way for students to
amplify lhat voice by giving thein the opportunity to regisler on campus. No.longer will
students have to worry about work scheduling
conflicls or transportation problems when
attempting to register to vole.
It is imperative that black people unite by
venturing to the polls for the 2000 eleclions.
Even though many Howard s1udents are not
from the DC area, our vole is impor1an1
because we are greatly affected by the policies enacted by DC's political leaders. This
fall, take initiative in determining your future
by participating in Operation Vo1e Bison.

'

~

Letters
Campus Pals G,i the Short
End of the Stick
With hopes of building off or the found.-.tion that began last year. I envisioned the
Campus Pal.~ orgMi.l.1Uion doing more pro..
gramming beyond Fall Orien1n1ion. [A,
Chair or the Campus Pals]. I dreamed the
Campus Pals would surpru.s the d.-.ys or
Debbie Allen, Roberto Flack. Phylica
Rashad and other Howard alums 1ha1 experienced the fun of service and dedication as
Campus Pals. Nevertheless. this being my
last year as an active member in 1he orgnniza1ion. I was robbed or 1ha1 dream.
Anyone who is familiar wilh 1he Campus
Pals has 10 wonder why this past orien1a1ion
the Campus Pals were not dressed in their
traditional blue tee shirb. I turned in the
reque.s1ed information on umc. Neverthe-

less. l cannot begin 10 tell you how many
times l had 10 explain 10 entenng siudents
how they coold identify their Campus Pal
through size. complexion, and hair s1ylcs
and hoped they kepi asking until they round
1hc right person. You might wonder why the
Campus Pals were not permined to anend
their own trip to King's Dominion Amuse-

Where is
our voice?
HE UNIVERSITY has fallen on hard
times this fall. Sure, the registration
process got better, but it couldn't have
gotten any worse than last year's.
Despite the improvements, students still
arrived without housing and students who
registered last semester still had to call the
agonizing phone service, HUBISON, for
classes.
With all the dismay, where were our student
leaders?
Last year, a very vocal Q.Torah Jackson, former Vice President of the Howard University
Student Association, blasted the administration's newest creation-BANNER. Soon
after, HUSA submitted a letter stating the
organization's disapproval of the system.
Even though the letter failed to make a
major impact, it still showed that the students
were not happy with the process.
But where were the newly elected president
and vice-president, Sellano Simmons and
Nicole Saulter?
No petitions were circulating, no protests
were brewing, and no letters were being
typed.
Why the silence?
The leaders were elected to express the
ideas of the students. Just walking into the
Blackburn Ballroom, one would see students
who didn't belong in those lines. Students on
scholarships, students who hadn't paid yet,
and students who mailed their payments in
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on time were all in the same line. It was a hot
bed of discontent.
Our leaders should have expressed their
complaints to administration.
But aside from the usual registration
headache, the housing situation this year has
been absolutely deplorable, the very first
issue the so-called leaders of Howard University should have tackled.
Validated students arrived on campus only
to be told that they have no housing. Being
from other states, with nowhere to go, they
were, in effect, homeless. And they stayed
homeless, most of them for about a week.
Some are still homeless.
No one was their voice.
Schools like University of California at
Berkeley would have shut down the entire
administration building if just one their students were homeless as a result of the
school's disorganization.
Our HUSA leaders need to step up.
Sure, Simmons was vocal about the Mumia
Abu-Jamal case in March-he even got
arrested. But protesting during election season is like kissing babies during a presidential campaign-it has to be done.
If Simmons and Saulter want to prove they
can lead us through the beginning of the 21st
century, they have to first lead us through
these first few weeks of school, through registration woes and the housing hoopla.
Be our voice.

R---'/_

\

How To Write Us
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest black collegiate newspa~r.
encourages ygu to share_your OP.tnions on articles published m the
newspaper. THE HlLI.:tOP will only publish letters addressed
direc:H_y to the Editorial Editor in response to published articles.
The HILLTOP Editorial Board reserves the rignt to edit letters for
space and literary style. All leners must be typed, signed and
include a complete address and telephone number.
The opj_nions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the
THE HILLTOP Edi1orial Board and do not directly retlect the_ Qpinion of Howard University, its AdministratiO.!Ji inclividual HilltOP.
Policy Board members, or tl1e student body. 1 ne opinions expresseo
on the Perspectives ~age are those of the writers and do nol represem the view of the Ecfatorial Board.
Please Address Letters to:
The Edi1orial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman AvenJ/J:i,NW
Washington, D.C. 2vw l
or via email at
1hehilltop@ho1mail.com

ment Park. II was becau~ we were ordered

to wear the ·'official orientation shir1" 1ha1
arrived on rhe las1 day of orientation week.
I didn'1 know studenl organiZQtions were
required 10 wear specific uniforms at

Howard. My mama ha.sn·1 told me what 10
wear since elementary school. I hope that
you can now begin 10 sympathize wuh the
embarrassment that the Campus Pals orga-

THE HILLTOP
JUDGED BEST NEWSPAPER AT THE
2000 HBCU NEWSPAPER CONFERENCE.

niz.ation has endured this past orien1a1ion

and understand 1ha1 our concern is more 1han
a tee shin. I want my organiz.ation to have a
produc1i,•c year for 1he s1udcn1 body without having 10 readjust our schedules for
"emergency meetings" and threatening messages.
Fellow Bison. l write 10 inform you nor
only or the injustices that we have faced as
an organization. but 10 warn that any orga•
nization you belong 10 needs 10 look :lrOUnd.
I love Howard and dare an outsider 10 say
anything bad about the Mecca. However,
your organiz.ation might be the next one 10
have your "dirty laundry" aired out in public 10 a point that strangers can repeat ii back
10 you in a foreign language. By addressing this issue publicly, I hope 10 add insighl
10 an nlrcady biased and one-sided story. but
10 also ask: When was the last time you saw
an Administrator Code or Conduct in the HBook? Whose door can your organization
knock on when the problem is on 1he fron1
porch? Do you even know what your rights
arc as a student organization? I bet you
know who drives a purple Dodge Durango.
I ask that you take an in depth look at how
we are being treated as students. Are you
gelling the proper support that )'OU well
de~rvc rrom the offices under which you
fall? If not. then a drastic change needs to
be made if we are indeed 10 be the "Future
Leaders in the Global Community."
Remember. we are somebody's hope.
Ronald Hyste11,
Current Campus Pals charlperson,
Mr. Howard, and a 3rd year Pal.
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Michael Winfield

Middle
Pa~sage

I

Hadn't
I

:z,
3

I

burrowed in this plaid bundle since
I was last home. since I last saw my parI
ents. since I las1 saw my sisler. Bulging
: like an overripe 1oma10, green al lhe seams: all I
I could conjure up 10 describe lhe Slale of my
ca1arrh-garrisoned sinuses. Had 10 brea1he
I through my mouth. Had jus1 huddled five hours in
l a darkened Greyhound, a Pakis1ani molesler rcs1: ing his head on 1his jagged shoulder, V!OLAT' ING THE INVISIBLE PRIVACY LINE. 1wo
, fools new 10 Bible proverbs babbling behind, 1he
, handsome laiina I had lured into lus1ing for these
eyes· 1ouch behind, gen1Iy dreaming, and I finally
fell unconscious on 1he 0oor as 1he dawn exploded. Then my sis1er stepped on my head. I was
sleeping on 1he 0oor because her clo1hes were
; scanered on my bed. She was moving ou1. moving
' up to grad school. where she would prove herself
I my beuer yet again.
Once I was awake. and no longer disgruntled.
' we 1alked of how Black women are dei:raded
: globally. By Black women in the Unil;d S1a1es.
I Becnuse there is no African control of Black cul: lure, because Africans revere Shafi and MTV 100.
: My sister regaled me wi1h iales of Parisian
1 Africans proud and ecs1a1ic. for Dark and Lovely
had finally arrived. Of German juvies who ejaculaie American cur.;es, epithets, salu1e Dr. Dre like
( Hi1ler. I remember once. as we skirled 1he s1ree1s
i of Spain. a man sought to aurncl our anention:
i "America! America!" No luck. Perhaps a com: mon bond? "Harlem!" he cried.
I countered wi1h slories of Howard girls who
couldn'1 find any good men. more interested in
suits and shoes than the mea who inhabi1ed them,
1 100 often unin1eres1ed in 1heir weigh1. My sister
1 countered wilh her opinion of sororilies. saying:
; "If your line name is Pocahon1as, are you really
1 coveting your Blackness?" l didn't comment on
g; her Qerman beau, because I don't know any Black
men who own her worldly knowledge (li1eraJly:
we traveled 1he globe, she lived in France for
- awhile), or who could hold a light to her in any
language, much less French. Since our fa1her
taugh1 her French when she was young. ii rnighl
as well be her native longue. I remember when
she switched her journals to French. so I could
no1 decipher them. (I could.) I didn't counter: I've
•..an insa1ia1ble infatuaiion with a cream-colored
:,, soror. We carried our com•er.;a1ion down in10 1he
l · kilchen. where I guzzled Snapple for breakfast,
l perusing lhe New York Pos1. and she remarked:
( "II is silly tha1 Black women feel entitled 10 a
i'" Black man. It's the post-modern 40 acres and a
I mule." I countered: "Yeah. like they're owed a
,. nigger to work lhe fields. Excepl 1hey don't own a
r plantation. And don·1 really know any1hing aboul
1• crops.''
A Jamaican bud of mine has a doable mom. I
~tease him, tell him I did her, and he broils in a
lropical, vaguely Brilish 1empera1ure. I even
invoke her fir.;1 name. She told him once, "Never
marry an American Black woman. They're craiy."
In a way, they are. I don·1 mean 10 blacken any
souls. bu1 American Blacks set 1he 1one for
Blacks everywhere else. American Blacks arc lhe
.only Blacks who reside in a superpower. And jus1
like the American Irish lobby for Ireland. and 1he
American Jews lobby for Israel, American
Blacks, in !heir unconscious way, lobby for
Africa. Sadly, 1hey lobby for the whole Dark Conlinent. When rap raconteur, rhyme abou1 raping.
robbing, sodomizing. slashing. ii is exponed
everywhere else. And when Black women porlray
lhemselves as gold-diggers. cocksucker,. bilches,
shrieking cram 1his into 1ha1 orifice. shrieking
sla1her up lhis or 1ha1 orifice. ii is globally broadcas1. European peons who never knew Blacks
cxis1ed before their 1horpe bariered for a sa1elli1e
dish currently believe "Black women be bi1ches:·
And German juvics will shriek i1 unconsciously,
salu1ing Dr. Dre, 1he firSI time 1hey see a Black
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The lruth About CP Time

I

Alicia Bell
lack people will be 1he last ones 10 gel 10 heaven.
I can pic1ure i1 now... we· II be gelling our las I
minu1e business together and will saun1er up 10
1he pearly gales five minutes past lhe 1wiligh1 hour dressed
10 kill. White people will already have gained adrni11ance
and the black man will be lefl s1anding ou1side because he
was laie. even 10 his appoin1men1 al heaven's door. This is
the scene I imagined as a child whenever my grandmolher scolded me abou1 my procras1ina1ing na1ure (or my CP
1ime) wi1h her prediclion of 1he fa1e of blacks onjudgmem
day.
Bui )'OU may think the phrase "CP lime" is simply a grossly over-exaggera1ed s1ereo1ype borne by 1he hands of the
white man. Or you may feel i1 is a mantra by which only
Howard opera1es when it comes 10. lei me see ...everylhing!
Why did someone decide 10 pain! 1he dorms the day s1u- •
denis moved in? Why, with a population of appproximalely
10,500 people, did Howard implemenl Banner. a centralized compuler sys1em developed years ago, in Fall '99?
And why have I lef1 1he Towers for a 9 a.m. class. only 10
return an hour later lo find a Oyer- which I swear wasn't
!here before-informing residents of a building-wide
water shutdown from JO a.m.-4 p.m.? You may wonder.
based on lhe previous examples. how such a universi1y is
able 10 con1inue functioning.
Bui i1 does.
And ahhough certain Howard en1i1ies seem surprised by
the 1imely reiurn of HU s1udents and perplexed tha1 they
w-Jn110 move into dorms and regisler around 1he same 1ime
every year. lhings generally tend to work ou1 ...even1ually.
Af1er all, Howard has operated since 1867 and shows no
sign of crumbl ing on i1s founda1ion.
Bui. you ask. why are so many lhings pul off until 1he
las1 minute? Well. 1he following is 1he glaring 1ru1h.
Whe1her we want 10 admi1 ii or nol, CP 1ime is, wilhou1
question. a very real phenomenon in 1he black community. Lei me give you a rt'al life example involving 1he black
professional. My mother. a chiroprac1or, attended a conference for a well-eslablished national rninori1y organizalion. One morning the group was to catch a shu11le from
lhe ho1el to an evenl al 8:30. She went downs1air.; a1 8:30
only 10 meel one other member in an otherwise empty
lobby. Well, some member.; showed up five rninu1es la1er.
bu1 wen1 10 lhe cafe 10 si1 down and order food. And 1he
shuule did not depart until 9:15. Keep in mind lhal 1hese
tardy people were all black professionals-people who
held BS's, Bl'\s. PhD's. MD's. They were 1he same peo-
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woman.

pie who underwen1 4-8 year.; of collcgia1e s1udy (and you
don't gel an MD by bei.qg 45 minu1es la1e 10 anatomy class).
Afler such intense in1ellec1ual immersion, one would
expec1 them 10 have developed disciplined habi1s and
respecl for order and exac1iiude and possibly be sligh1ly
anal-re1en1ive abou1 lime.
Ye1 lhe CP 1ime phenomenon is seen among the highesl
levels of black professionals. Why? Why is 1his dilalory
behavior so widely practiced and accepled? Firs1. you musl
realize that although the concept of time origina1ed by people of color. 1he prac1ice of being 011 time is s1ric1ly of
American cuhure. In 1he pas1. various peoples of African
cuhure did no1 keep s1ringen11mck of 1he dale or the lime
of day. al leas1 no1strictly in 1he currenl "Western sense:·
Markel day ma¥ have been every five days and all other
days were rclaiive lo 1ha1 day. Life. though challenging.
moved al a slower pace relaiive 10 our current rushed American lifes1yle in >Nhich we func1ion as slaves 10 our wristwa1ches. In African cullure. life has nol tradi1ionally been
driven by the ominous ticking of a clock, chipping away
at lhe pillar of lime. Ins1ead. life is directed by the needs
of lhe people and'dic1a1ed more by lhe weather and the sun
1han by a sys1em based on the arbitrarily placed Greenwich
Meridian.
So. CP lime is ye1 ano1her of 1he coun1less charac1eris1ics of African culture is running lhrough 1he aorta of
1oday·s black communi1y. When we are immersed in
"mains1ream" America, like a1 our jobs where timeliness
is 1he norm, nay, regulation-we conform and are on
time. or at leas1 auempl 10 be. Bur when lefl 10 our own
devices. a.k.a. when we all ge1 1oge1her (such as a1 a rninorily conference and nor a majori1y one). 1he s1eady hands
of lime faller.
Am I cri1icizing? No. I am recognizing 1ha1 CP lime is
real and is a tendency for many of us, myself included.
Besides. lime is rela1ive. II is simply a decora1ion on 1he
plane of life. In 01her words. i1 is somelhing else to keep
us busy. In the grand scheme of 1hings. i1-1ime-doesn·1
really matter.

Alicia Bell is a junior biology major who can be reacl,ed
at a_bell@howard.edu.

Mic!u,el Winfield is a j1111ior <mtl,ropology major
J,e can be real,ed at tl,e/,il/wp@l,ormail.com.

Charles Coleman, Jr.
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ilh the new Medical School Library
scheduled for complelion on rime and
1he Law School's new library shortly
thereafler, Howard Uni ver.;ily gradua1e and professional programs have hil the ground running.
This year's firsHime gradua1e and professional
,,udenls s1ar1 the school year wi1h 1he highes1
LSAT. MCAT, GMAT. and GRE scores than any
other. ins1i1u1ion dedica1ed 10 educating African
Americans in 1hi, country. Accordingly. this summer 1he Howard Univer.;i1y Board ofTrus1ees
approved lhe es1ablishmen1 of a new doc1oral
program in educa1ional adminslration. The Board
also granted the Op1halmology program full
departmen1al s1a1Us in 1he College of Medicine.
The summer was equally kind 10 lhe Universi1y·s Counseling Service's pre-<loc1oral program
who capped off a successful year with an awards
ceremony. This is the only pre-doc1oral psychology inlernship program al an HBCU 1ha1 is
accredited by 1he American Psychological Associa1ion. The program was laler joined by 1he
Office of Career Services 10 hos1 a reception a1
the l081h annual convention of 1he American
Psychological Associalion in Augus1 10 promote
1he pre-doc1oral program as well as various olher
gradua1e degree programs a1 Howard University,
Our Law School's Trial Ad,·ocacy Moo1 Cour1
Team also begins 1he 2000-2001 school year
with a bang. The 1eam is hailed as one of 1he bes1
programs in 1he coun1ry afler winning 1wo major
regional 1i1les and a national litle to top off a successful year. The pro~ram. which is only eigh1
years old. boaMs one of 1he bes1 records in 1he
coun1ry afler finishing a1op Harvard. Universi1y
of Chicago. a.nd a hos1 of "mainstrean" universi1ies in s1udent compe1i1ions nationwide. This
Nov.. the 1earn will travel 10 Syracuse, New York.
10 defend their national 1i1le a11he Tournament of
Champions sponsored by the Na1ional lns1itu1e
of 'Irial Advocacy.
These recent achievernen1s are jus1 a small 1es1ament 10 1he superiori1y of Howard University
Gradua1c and Professional Ac;idemic programs.
Moreover. 1hey are jus1 a prelude of grea1 things
lo come.
As 1hc graduate ,1uden1 represen1a1ive on the
Board of Trustees. i1 is my responsibili1y 10 idenlify issue, of malerial 10 you, 1he gradua1e and
professional s1uden1s of Howard Universi1y. and
work 10 achieve ou1comes that are in your besl
in1eres1s. I can assure you. suppor1 for our academic programs is and con1inues to be 1he highesl
priorily of 1his Universi1y.
A 1hird-year law s1udcn1 myself. I have experienced the weahh of benefi1s that Howard Universi1y gradua1e and professional programs can
offer. I have also experienced some of the same
hurdles many of you have experienced. I am here
10 help eliminale some of those hurdles.
Success will require concerted effon and 1he
support of the s1uden1 body as a whole. II will
require all of us 10 become long-term 1hinker.;.
We have the responsibilily of discerning wha1 is
nol only best for our own immedia1e fu1ure. bur
also wha1 is bes1 for 1he future of 1his greal universily 1ha1 we call home. Understanding that
some1imes 1he frui1s of our labors may nOI be
1ruly enjoyed until we are well and gone, we
musl char1 an unselfish course of recti1ude 1ha1
ano1her generation of s1udent-philosophers may
one day occupy our space, inherit 1he benefils of
our work and enjoy greater success than even we
are able 10 realize. In 1his vein. I ask 1ha1 you pul
your 1rus1 in me during my tenure on the Board
of Trus1ees. I also ask 1ha1 you make your concerns known 10 me and be amenable 10 discussion of those concerns in the appropria1e forums.
Finally. I invite and encourage every undergradua1e s1uden1 on the verge of gradua1ing 10 apply
10 one of Howard University's graduate or professional degree programs. As you will find, our
programs have a proven record of superiori1y.
making Howard gradua1e s1udents 1he mos1highly recrui1ed gradua1e or professional AfricanAmerican Sludents in 1he world.
Once again, thank you. and Godspeed.

We Didn't Start the Fire

y.ear. I gained an arguably unde- under the spri1 of the pro1ec1ion of organi•
served repurnlion for ligh1ing peo- za1ional and student righ1s. Thal bo1h our
ple's eyes on fire every Friday when Aeling Dean Belinda Lightfoo1-Wa1kins
I had a published column. Wi1hou1 regrc1. I and her Assis1an1 Dan Goodwin failed 10
burned some bridges by 1elling people wha1 implore a more diplomalic resolu1ion 10 a
they needed to read in the way lhey needed si1ua1ion 1hat began 1hrough 1he error of
10 read i1. Afler much considera1ion. I opted 1heir office should cause question 10 the
10 lis1en 101he legions of sympa1hizers who , competence of !hose responsible for repreteased me abou11he ru1hlessness of some of sen1ing students· bes1 in1eres1s. Thai the
my ar1icles and re1ire 1he blow1orch. Fas1 Campus Pals were excluded from an event
forward lo freshman orieti1a1ion. where I 1ha1 1hey orches1rn1ed leaving 1hem 10 wave
soon discovered 1ha1 10 spare 1he hear of 1he good-bye while busloads of misinformed
pen. is 10 spoil 1he administralor.
freshmen headed toward Kings Dominion is
The embarrassingly infamous King's ouirageous. Thal our Undergraduaie Student
Dominion fiasco involving 1he Campus Pals Assembly Coordinalor could be s1rongand the Office of the Dean of Studen1 Life armed in 1hc mos1 unprofessional manner
and Ac1ivi1ies marked the culmina1ion of in10 rescheduling a block parry lhai lhey had
events 1ha1 have lefl me in uuer dismay. Thai every righl to have as planned is unaccepl·
any s1uden1 organiuuion con1ribu1ing 10 able. Thal an administrmor would suggest
universi1y life would have 1heir leadership's there is a uniform for s1Uden1 organiuuions
uthorily disregarded in such a manner is serving Howard Univer.;ily is insul1ing and
cause for all s1uden1 organiza1ions 10 uni1e beliuling.
I will tell you whai the problem is. Some-

where along 1be lines of au1onomy. budge1s,
and power trips, the Office of the Dean of
S1uden1 Life and Ac1ivities became misinformed. Well, to clear up any fur1her misconceptions, this is nQl high school, we are
112! kids, and we will IlJl.l be 1reated like we
are only good enough 10 be helpful when ii
is convenien1for the Acting Dean of Student
Life and Activities or her Assis1nn1. Furlhermore, our studen1 organizations are not
here to be mandaled like children who will
injure themselves without proper guidance. .
We are here lo be advised and nowhere in
tha1 line of advisement is disrespec1 warranted.
I find ii most amusing 1ha1 while 1he Campus Pals are described by some as a band of
renegades who do nothing bu1act ou1. Ibey
a.re lhe fir.;1group called 10 do nearly every1hing relating 10 orien1a1ion.
For as much as these renegades cause 1he
Ael ing Dean 10 remain on the con~1an1
defensive 10 parents, ii seems strikingly odd

1ha1 ou1 of lhe six students thai sa1 on siage
al the pinning ceremony, half of 1hem were
Campus Pals.
Th is also happens because we have
allowed i1to. Things mu>1 change. We mus1
send a message thal neilher 1he Acting Dean
of Student Activities nor her Assistan1 nor
any other adrninistra1or has the right to treal
student organizations as though !hey are our
Michael Davit/ \Vinsro,1 is the Howard Univerparents and we will no1 1olera1e such
sity Graduate Trustee.
a11empts. If you are in a student organiza1ion. or jus1 concerned abou1 your righis. ask
a Campus Pal, member of UGSA, HUSA
execu1ive or anyone else how you cnn gel
involved. If not. you might have to miss class
o you have on opinion oa
because the mandatory Biology uniform
kilLing of Howard ltlldent
came la1e and you went out and bough1 your
Of
course you do. Plea$e,
own.
o yourself. We'd Iovr to know what
lease e-mail your thoughts to us II
ehiJJ1op@ho1mail.com, iDc.ludlug
Charles Colemar1. Jr. is a graduating od phone number. Thank you.
senior, 2nd year Campus Pal, the Undergraduate Trustee of Howard Unil'ersif)c
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVIITES AND
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
.

'

PRESENT
'

(;(;AT THE MOVIES''
. .

STARTING Tikt'E: 7:30 P.M:.
FREE SNACKS

TICKETS: $2.00
CRAkt'TON BOX OFFICE

SEPTEMBER 13TH

MISSION I.MPOSSIBLE 2
STARRING: TOMCRUJSE, VINGRHAMES

SEPTEMBER 27Ttt

GLADIATOR
STARRING: RUSSELL CROWE, DIJMQN HOUNSOU

OCTOBER

S.HANGHAI NOON
STARRING: JACKIE CHAN, OWEN WILSON

4TJJ

OCTOBER 11TH

SHAFT
STARRING: SAMUELL. JACKSON. VANESSA WILLIAMS
AND BUSTA RHYMES

NOVEMBER

1ST

NOVEMBER 8T

f

11

SCA.RY MOVIE
STARRING: MARLON WA YAN. SHAWN' WA YANS AND
REGINA HALL
NUTTY PROFESSOR II: THE KLUkt'PS
ST ARR.ING: EDDIE MURPHY, JANET JACKSON

NOVEMBER 15Tu

THE HOLLOW AfAJV
STARRING: KEVIN BACON. ELISABETH SHUE

DECEMBER

THE ART OF WAR
STARRING: WESLEYSNIPES

4Ttt

I

DECEMBER 5TH

BAIT
STARRING: JAMIE F_OXX.

....
,

•
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OMAR

TYREE
returns to his alma mater to sign copies of his
latest release "For The Love of Money", the
highly anticipated sequel to his 1993 best seller
"Flyy Girl." You don't want to miss this event!
FRIDAY,SEPT.8,2000
3-5 P.M. ONLY AT THE HUB!

l\l•i•tlll"-1, U

l!lliit llf illllJI ■ IIH

to

E. LYNN HARRIS
Best selling author returns to sign his latest
novel "Not ADay Goes By" ,vhich features
the character Yancy, a·Howard Alumna,
and your favorite bad boy Basil Henderson!
FRIDAY,SEPT. 13,2000
5-7 P.M. ONLY AT THE HUB!
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Walking
In The
Light:
Howard

Finding the Spirit at Howard U.
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By JOHNNY J. J ONF.S
Hilltop Staff Writer
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As a wave of religious groups
spring up on campus, more students are gaining exposure to the
idea of living a spiritual life. Students are becoming more in rune
with the obligations of their religions.
No one argues that it is not easy to
live the perfect spiritual life. With
the slew of clubs and dance halls
in the District, along with studies
suggesting that sexual activities on
college campuses are at an all-time
high, many would argue that living
the pious life is almost impossible.
Andrew Bernard, a sophomore
computer science major, disputes
this. "Why should it be easy to get
to Heaven?" Bernard, who is a
Christian, adds that many make it
hard on themselves because they
like to hold on to their sin focusing
on the temporary gratification
rather than the love of Jesus Christ.
While Bernard believes that students refuse ro release their sins.
the chapel on campus is continuously trying ro find ways to attract
more students and help them fulfi ll
their spiritual duties. '1bere was a
time when Rev. Bernard Richardson, the dean of chapel, would have
to walk across campus to solicit
students; now, just last Sunday, the
chapel was full," said Nichole
Sampson, a senior psychology
major and president of the chapel
assisrnnrs. Sampson added that the
chapel now organizes many annually events. Events such as gospel
concerts and movie nights that
aurnct students and eventually Sunday services where they are able to
grow spiritually:
'1be unh-ersity is an institution of
higher learning where you cultivate
spiritual and individual growth."
Jazar B. HaJI, a Howard graduate.
Hall, a Muslim, believes that it is
very important to believe in The
Creator. "It's foolish to believe that
the st.lrs, the moon and the universe
created themselves," Hall said.
Hall separated Islam from other
reUgions. "Most believe in one
superior God, however, they choose
to worship other deities, such as
their spouse, their cars, and their
desires. We as Muslims try 10
devote all ou~ praise and worship to
God without association," Hall
said. Sincerity is the key and all
actions are judged on intentions,
Hall said.
While some find religion as a
means to unite people as well as
bring them closer to God, others
feel that religion is an evil that separates. "Religion is one of the most
horrible evils because it divides,"
said Rev. Dion Davis. "We need to
come together as one, breaking
down the barrier of religion,
because religion is man made"
Davis said.
Davis is an associate minister of
the Union 'Jemple Baptist Church,
located at 1225 Southeast W Street
Davis said all the different religions
must come together and unify
through dialogues, forums, or information sessions. "Wdre all trying
to get to the same destination, wdre
all trying to get to God, but in different vehicles," Davis said.
Davis believes that no matter what
religion people follow, they must
bring forth peace, love, meditate,
and follow the saying 'do unto others as you would have them do unto
you.'
"Once you become in tune with
our Creator, your life, your
finances, everything about you will
be divinely ordered," Davis said.
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Not Just Christians
By Sll\RLA STILi;$
Life & Style Reporter
After a hectic day of classes Victor Manansala always sets aside an hour for contemplation, during this hour he sits motionless as
he meditates in order to return his mind and
body to their rightful) stare.
This is a an everyday ritual for Mansala, a
practicing Buddist.
The college years have long been known as a
time for growth, exploration and cxperimenation. But in the year 2000 more and more students are experimenting with different forms
of religions. It's a movement that is unlike the
drug experimentation done on college campuses in the late 60's and more personal than
the black arts movement of the 70's.
Recently, religious activity on Howard's campus seems to be at an all time high. Posters
for campus religious groups adorn every
available locale. Most of these clubs are

aimed at Howard's Christian student body.
However, there are many students on
Howard's campus who practice religions
other than Christianity. With the recent surge
of Christian religious organizations on campus. it is time that students be informed of
other religions from fellow students' perspectives.
Victor Manansala, a junior architecture
major, has been practicing Tibetan Buddhism
for the past year. Tibetan Buddhism is a form
of Buddhism. which incorporates all religions
and philosophy as logic. It is extremely concerned with envirorunemalism as well as conserving and being one with nature.
Before becoming Buddhist, Manansala was a
non-practicing Roman Catholic. "My parents
are Catholic, but they were okay with my
becoming a Buddhist because they knew 1
was searching for something to keep myself
spiritually grounded," Manansala said.
"Most people are handed a religion at birth

and they never get into it," said Manansala .
"It's up 10 us to find something we feel we
can relate 10, something that will guide us."
Tibetan Buddhism is compromised of four
schools of thought. Each school has its own
specific practices, but all rely on meditation
as a means for achieving serenity and peace.
Aja Roberts, a sophomore education major, is
a member of the Church of Religious Science. Religious Science is based on the principles of affirmation and affirmative thinking. Religious Science believes in God, but
not as a man or woman. God is referred to as
Spirit.
In Religious Science, God does not punish
and hell does not exist. Meditation is one of
the key practices in Religious Science as are
daily affumations. Candle light services are
held daily; people light candles representing
hope. peace and love in their time of need.
"I would definitely encourage other students
who don't feel very religious to explore Reli-

gious Science," said RoberL\. "It's nondenominational and there are no strict rules
10 follow. It's a way to get 1n touch with the
higher power without having to worry that
you won't be accepted as you are."
Muhammad Shabazz. a Junior Business
major, practices Islam. In Islam, God is
referred to as Allah, and Jesus is respected as
a prophet and not the son of God. Muslims
do not eat pork and they must pray to the
east, facing Mecca. five times a day.
" I feel that Islamic values have strongly influenced the way r carry myself," said Shabazz.
"I have a tremendous amount of respect for
myself and other people and I really appreciate my family.''
In Islam, every person is encouraged 10 take
the pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in his
or her life. This pilgrimage is known as Hajj.
Shabazz is planning on taking this pilgrimage
when he graduates.

Religion's Place at Howard: A Discussion
By LASANA HARRIS
Hilltop Staff Writer
With the start of the new academic year, the
Howard community once again unites.
Whether it be in support of the football team
against archrival Hampton University or in
grumbling over the arduous registration
process, another year has begun. This dawn
brings new questions 10 mind; one of which
is, "ls Howard University Religious?"
For this answer, the Hilltop had a talk with a
few returning students. When asked "Do yo11

believe Howard University is too Religious,
and to what extent is religion essell(ial in a
college studell(s life?", the answer was
always a resounding "yes.'' However, the reasons why were extremely varied.
Elizabeth Powell, a communications junior,
believes that "Religion allows students to
bave a structure in their lives. Leaving home
to go away to college gives students freedom;
freedom to make their own decisions, but
when they get to school, there are so many
directions they may go.
"Having a religious background or religious

beliefs may eliminate some confusion in a
student's li fe. Religion also helps students
when times are hard and they need someone
to turn to. It does not matter who rhey worship; religion gives them faith that things
would be better."
Sheldon Thomas, a mechanical
engineering junior, takes a more philosophical approach: ''Religion provides a perspective for a student. It allows a student to find
their true calling with respect to their spiritual destiny."
Logically, one wonders then where

does this spiritually, if it is so essential, lie.
Thus the question was put to our students if.
they thought there exisis a lack of spirituality
or religious conviction among HU studenis?
EP: "I think that there are plenty of
spiritual and religiously convicted students
attending Howard. I could never say there is
a lack of, because I do not broadcast my spirituality. It is within me." Therefore, she found
it unfair if she judged, or as she put it " ...say
who is or is not spiritual or religiously convicted.'' ST: also agrees, saying simply ''I
believe that there is actually."
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JILL SCOTT HAS
BEEN FOUND

By Aaron Pope

By Tomika D. Hawkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

Life&Style Fashion Reporter

She's been compared to
Erykah Badu and has the
ability to collectively blend
hip hop, jazz, and R&B , but
who is Jill Scott? This North
Philadelphia native and former singer for the Roots has
hit the music scene with her
debut album entitled, Who ls
Jill Scott? ... m>rds and
Sounds, Volume J. Scott's
effort is an example to brothers, sisters, and the world that
it's not where you're from,
but how you choose to sec it.
"It is where ya went and how
ya got there and it is definitely where ya at," said Scott.
In addition to touring with
the Roots, Scott sang on the
"Wild, Wild, West" soundtrack along with Common on
a track entitled "8 Minutes to
Sunrise". She also sang
"Dreamin' ," a track on the
"In Too Deep" soundtrack.
Jill Scott recognizes Christopher "B.I.G." Wallace and
Sarah Vaughn as her inspirations. Her voice is reminiscent of the sultry tones of
jazz greats like Vaughn and
Billie Holiday.
Scott's CD contains a little
something for everyone.
Whether it's the go-go styled
track entitled, "It's Love",
which has received numerous
requests on local stations or
the slow R&B ballad, "The
Way". Her eclectic variations
are sure to appease audiences
across the board. In the Latin
inspired "One is the Magic
#," Scott poetically writes:
"If I multiply two x two is it
really really four me/ And if I
add five to get nine minus
eight/ That just leaves me.. .If
I am searching for my spirituality passionately/ I must
begin with me."

NAME: Vania Thompson
CLASSIFICATION: JUNIOR
REPRESENTING: PETERSBURG,VA

Although "I Think It's Better" is probably the shortest
song on the album, the words
define a struggle many often
face -being torn between
two lovers. Scott has a love
for poetry and throughout the
album she recites a few
poems as heard in "Love
Rain" and "Exclusively." The
CD also features an upbeat
and inspirational bonus track
entitled "'Try." On this track,
Scott traces the transition
from childhood to becoming
a woman. She recalls her
mother telling her to hold fast
to her dreams and continues
to apply that same advice
even today.
"Who is Jill Scott?" is a great
CD to chill or relax with, but
a colloboration with a group
like The Roots or even Common would have added a nice
vibe.
In "Gettin In the Way," Scott
tells the age old story of
another woman try ing to
come between Scott and her
man. Scott's advice to the
girl: "You betta back down
before you get smacked
down/You bella chill."
Jill Scoll has been described
as the new soul of words and
sounds in a modern Black
dream. Scott is not just
another singer; she's an artist
with a message. Her CD is a
message of education, hope,
love and inspiration - something that's often hard to find
in an industry filled with
materialism.

The "Lady V" has been giving Howard what it wants for
three strong years now. She came to the Mecca like a storm in
high heeled boots in 1998. She was known by many as "Lil
VA" one of the illest MC's on the yard. She blessed us with
her thunderous flows and her homegirl charm. She was controversial and cute, just what a trendsetter should be. Through
the years at Howard she has switched up her look more times
than Madonna and Lil" Kim. We've seen her as Ms. Pumping
on the yard in high heeled boots ( even in the snow). Then
she gave us Thugged Out Vania with her color coordinated
DU Rags and bandannas lo match her sweats and BCBG flat
sole shoes. Now she is back and belier than ever giving us
VIVA GLAM ROCK Vania.

Aaron: How would you describe your personal style?
One Again, I Qui4.gb:es it up for the ,-amem..........................................- - - - - , . -..............,_,
Vania: I would say I am very retro I980's glam. A lillle eighties
with a millennium twist.
Aaron: What does your style say about you?
Vania: Simply, I am that B****!
Aaron: Do you feel your look says anything about you?
Vania: Definitely. I feel like my style represents my overall attitude about life. I am fly, flashy and expensive. yet worth every penny.
Aaron: Tell me the ultimate outfit.
Vania: The ultimate outfit would be a pink bikini top made of a shiny snakeskin print material. A pair of boy cut shorts made of the same
material. A pair of pink Chanel Logo Boots. A pair of pink Christian Dior Aviator Glasses, a pink dog collar with rhinestone studs, and a
pink and Black Prada handbag.

Fashionable or Fashion Victim
How can you can tell if you are fashionable or a fashion victim?
Fashionable

Fashion Victim

You wear Moschino or IceBerg
clothing.
You wear blue jeans
You have a Louis Vuitton bag

You wear Moschino or lccBerg that look more like billboards rather than pieces of
You wear $285 Helmut Lang Blue Jeans
You carry your Louis Vuitton bag everyday

You wear Fendi
Lil Kim's Stylist Misa
You highlight your hair
You have cornrows

You are still wearing the Fendi "double F' print from 4 seasons ago.
Lil Kim
You bleach your hair- BLONDE IS OUT!
You have beads or any other accessory on your cornrows

You get a sharp shape up
You wear sandals or mules

You get a Beijing
You wear sandals or mules in the winter

You wear Gucci Shades
You wear studded jeans
You coordinate
You wear a NY hat and you're from NYC.

You wear Gucci Shades in the club or at night period.
You wear a studded hat. shin. and pair of jeans, belt, and jacket.
You match
You wear a NY hat. bandanna, Brooklyn shirt. and NY charm but your'e from L.A.

I
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a
a

a
b

b

on
Thursday, September 14th
@ 5pm in the Forum
(located on the main level of the Blackburn Center

or
Come by the Yearbook Office Suite G-06
in the Blackburn Center
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Afamily. Aneighborhood. Acommunity.
I

Volunteers of America helps hundreds of thousands of families stay
·,

together and rebuild their lives every year. With programs that range
from foster care, after school programs, summer camp and family
preservation. For over 100 years we've helped build better communities
by teaching skills and restoring pride and hope. Find out how you
can help.

Call 1.800.899.0089 or visit www.voa.org.

There are no limits to caring.
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Senior running back Jermaine Hutchinson (34), the
MEAC's lead ing scorer in
1999, leads a host of
Howard players on this
year's
All-Conference
Team.
Story on 86
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THE BATTLE FOR THE REAL
HU TAKES MEADOWLANDS
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2 MINUTE DRILL
RHEIT BUTLER

ABRIEFLOOKATTHE TOP SPORTS NEWS& EVENTS AT HOWARD ANO nEWORl.D

Sports Columnist

MEAC FOOTBALL SCORES
Saturday Seotembec 2 2000
Jackson St, 34 Howard 16
Wi0$190 Saltm SI 39 SoYlh Carolina St 28

New HamMbirft 31 Hamotoo 1Z
Nooolk St 31 YiffltOA SI 24
Fkxida MM 49 Pt18W9£0 St 21
Belhun«t:Cookman 30 Smmnoah St l!i
Suodav Seotember 3 2000
Nor1b cacmoa A&T ◄O North CaCPI oa Central z
Momao $1 ld!C

SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL GAMES
Howatd Yl ttameton Giants Stadium East Buthe:rtord NJ
Sou'h f&91toa St Y3 §;,vaoo,,r, St

NQ(th Corntoo MT vs Iooacsm SI
Florida A&M v, Moman St
Pefawarc St vs Elon
8tlbilOY va Ngr1gfk State

Sports Network's I-AA College Football Poll
Tham (First-place votes)
2000 Record Points
I. Georgia Southern Eagles (32)
0-1
1.726

2. Troy State Th>jans (21)

1-0

1,707

3. Massachusetts Minutemen (9)

1-0

1,666

4. Appalachian State Mountaineers (12)

l-0

1,005

5. illinois State Redbirds (3)

1-0

1,537

6. Hofstra Aying Dutchmen (I)

1-0

1,416

7. Youngstown State Penguins

1-0

1,393

8. Florida A&M Rattlers

1--0

1,348

9. Furman Paladins

1-0

1,284

I0. Montana Grizzlies

0-1

1,171

I I. Northern Iowa Panthers

1-0

1,135

12. Portland State Vikings

1-0

1,004

13. Delaware Blue Hens

1-0

870

14. James Madison Dukes

1-0

679

15. Thnnessee State Tigers

1-0

659

16. Eastern Kentucky Colonels

1-0

597

17. North Carolina A&T Aggies

1--0

595

18. Villanova Wildcats

0-1

532

19. Stephen F. Austin Lumberjacks

1-0

465

20. Northwestern State Demons

1-0

359

21. Jackson State Tigers

1-0

358

22. Southern Uni\l!rsity Jaguars

0-1

272

23. Northern Arizona Lumberjacks

0-0

247

24. Sam Houston State Bearlcats

1-0

164

25. Western Illinois Leathernecks

0-1

163

Photo By Mark Coleman

BISONROUNDUPWAS COMPILED BY BRANDON BICKERSTAFF, SPORTS EDITOR

HO~ARO'S HARVEY
REE0.(1984-1987) IS THE
MEAC'S ALL-TIME LEADING
CAREER RUSHER WITH 4142
· TOTAL VAROS.

Tite Howard football team \\ill play in the 2000 Urban League Classic tomorro1':
The team \,ill take on the Hampton Uni\'ersity Pirates at the Meadowlands Stadium in New Jersey.

Yo Are Y'all Going to the Club - I mean Game?
I've said it once and I'll say it again. afler 1he inilial week of
school 1he end of 1he semes1er is always rapidly approaching. I
mean. really. ii has only been 1wo weeks and we already had one
holiday weekend. numorous weed and alcohol laden parlies and all
of a sudden 1he Howard vs. Hamplon Classic is upon us.
Yes. my fellow Bison, we are once again visi1ed by 1he greates1
event ever created for 1he young black socialite. a packed black collegiate foo1ball game. Now for all of my loyal freshman followers
reading this over spoonfuls of mystery meat in 1he cafc1eria. you
don't want 10 miss this event. If you though1 seeing all the black
people on the yard on a Friday was ho1then you have got to experience an HBCU foo1ball game.
But wait!
This is not any ordinary game where Howard is pummeled mercilessly nnd we go home talking about how 1igh1 the band was. No,
1his is 1he HU vs. HU Classic. a poteniial rival wi1h Meridian for the
ti1le of Ebony Sex Palace. Thousands of spectators represen1ing
every shade of black. brown and even white. emerge upon hallowed
ground to gel a1one another (for you slang illi1erate, 1hat means 10
engctge in conversation for poten1ial counship), while alumni watch
their alma maters do battle on the green. Perhaps 1his wa, a bad representation of us young in1ellec1uals. Some studeni, actually do
come to watch the game.
OK. lhe rest of this column (is that wha1 1his is? I will never have
another weekend like 1hat. Ugh!) will focus on 1he actual game
itself. As promised you will receive 1he rnw. 11ncu1. uncensored truth
that only I can give. Hell. Howard Stern does it and thal white kid is
paid. nah mean?
Last week. Don Brandon Bickersiaff provided you illilerates 1he
total rundown of 1he MEAC Conference. Fm·ored this year are
FAMU for first place. Norlh Caroli na A&T for second. Hamp1on for
1hird and Howard in a 1ie for founh wi1h Belhune-Cookman. Bumping the first 1wo we will look at 1he lower ranks of the top five:
Hampton and Howard.
I expec1 Hamp1on 10 come off strong this year. fresh from receivCo111i111red 011 86

Talent To Boot-Women's Soccer Story
By LASANA H ARRIS
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Howard Women's Soccer 1eam
has something 10 prove. Opling to go
with an independent schedule for the
fint time. Coach Michelle Street and
her squad now shoulder the iask of
qualifying for the pos1-season.
--1f we do well in 80% of 1he 19
games on our schedule. we should be
invi1ed to the post season by 1he
NCAA.'' S1reet said.
Being independent does not bear the
accolades of the Big Sou1h Conference. where Howard placed fif1h last
season. The team ·s first challenge was
putting together a schedule of games

with some nationally ranked leams in:
1eams tha1 would draw the NCAA:s
atteniion for the pos1 season.
'·There are ,cry few slo1s and lhey
usually go t(l conference teams. especially from the ACC (A1lantic Coast
Conference) due to 1he amounl of
Naiionally ranked and quality teams
in that conference." Stree1 said.
However. accomplishing the task
this season should not be 100 much of
a problem wi1h Howard"s talent. Star
sirike iandem of last year·s Big Sou1h
rookie of the year, sophomore Arren
Garrner, and Anne Arundel Community College transfer. Junior College
All-American Pollyanna William,.
should prove a handful for any

defense.
Garner. named 10 last year's First
Conference 1eam. is a player who in
the words of her coach is. --extremely
creative. and has the ability to draw a
lot of double teams:· Wi1h lwo goals
already to her tnlly for the season.
Garner again seems a marquee player.
According 10 Streel. Williams is 1he
crea1ive force in the attack who is.
..blessed with auacking 1alen1. thus,
able to cut up defenses ...
The team ·s defense is also ,_olid.
with Senior Rosa Kline holding down
the sweeper position. Also a member
of last season's Firsl Conference 1eam.
Kline will be assisted this year by
impact player Karisma Horne in 1he

back. a player who i, besl described
as "aggressive." l\farshaling the midfield wi ll be ceniral mid-fielder Amy
Olsen. The senior was also a member
of las1 year's Firs1 Conference 1eam
and the 1cam·, a!>Sist leader.
After a positive start wi1h a vic1ory
in their first game again\l Robert
Morris College in Pennsylvania. a
defeat a1 VCU two days laler leaves
1hc 1cam with a promising 1-1 record
and a long road ahead. The ladies can
be seen in action on Wednesday, September 131h when they 1ake on M1.
St. Mary·s.

Bison Fall in Season Opener to Jackson State Tigers,
Football Team Leaves Windy City with 34-16 Loss
By C~m. LE M. HARVEY
Assis1ant Sports Editor
he Howard Um\'ers,ty football learn took a sour first
bile inlo 1heir season as they
fell short 10 1he Jackson Stale Tigers
34- 16 last Saturday in Chicago, IL.
The Bison offense was led by
senior quarterback Bobby Townsend
who gave an impressive show, completing IO of 30 passes for 155 yards.
one 1ouchdown. two in1erceptions.
Townsend also rushed for 16 yards •
caught two passes for 12 yards. and
also scored a touchdown. Townsend,
however was not pleru.ed wi1h his
performance.
.. , don·1 think that I played 100 well.
as well as I needed 10 play,"
Townsend said. ·· I felt thal I played a
little timid ... as far as expectations I
had for myself. l felt a little pressure
to Jive up to the expectations. I came
out and played a linle timid nol
wanting to make mistakes and really
ended up making more mistakes by
doing that:·
Of the 256 offensive yards. senior
running back. Jermain Hulchinson
contributed 31.
.. , didn't play as 1vell as I should
have," Hu1chinson said. " I just have
to learn from my mistakes and make
adjustments."

T

Jackson State was led by quarterback T. C. Toylor who was 8 for 23
wi1h one intercep1ion. It was Taylor
who scored 1he Tigers first touchdown, rushing for 21 yards with less
1han five minu1es left in the firs1
quar1er. This came after junior cornerback Chad Scott caused a fumble
lhat was recovered by Jackson State.
Late in the first quarter. Toylor
comple1ed a 70 yard pass 10 wide
receiver Tim Manning which was
Ja1er convened into a 2 yard run by
Nate Mclaurin. However, the extra
point was missed.
In 1he opening of the second quarter. Howard scored after Townsend
rushed for 12 yards ai the Jackson
Staie 18 yard line. Unable to convert
for the touchdown, senior kicker.
Charles Card, made a field goal from
the Jackson Stale 25 yard line. This
made the score 13-3.
As 1he second quarter drew to a
close. Townsend 1hrew an interception ,11 lhe Howard 19 yard line thal
was converted into a 1ouchdown.
Going into halftime, the score was
20-3.
Howard completed its first 1ouchdown wi1h more 1han a minu1e gone
by in the third quar1er. Townsend

completed a 25 yard pass 10 senior
wide receiver Jevon1e Ph1lpo1. After
Card's extra point. the score would
be 20- I0. This would be the las1 time
that the game was close.
In the next series for Jackson S1a1e.
Toylor threw an in1erception to
sophomore Jeremy Holt. Howard.
however could not convert into positive yardage. gaining-JO yards on
that series.
Townsend was sacked on Howard's
ncxl possession. The Tigers ncx1 possession was convened into a successful touchdown run from the Howard
3 yard line.
On Howard's next possession,
sophomore Donald Clark came in as
quarterback as Townsend moved o,oer
10 Wide receiver. Al the end of the
lhird quarter. the Bison were the
Jackson State one yard line wi1h 3rd
down and goal to go. Al the begin•
ning of the fourth quarter, Clark
would comple1e a 3 yard pass to
Townsend. The score was 28- 16 after
the cx1ra poinl was missed.
Wi1h less than two minutes left in
the game. Jackson State marched
down 1he field and scored yel another touchdown, further sealing
Howard's fate.

According to the 1eam's leaders. a
101 of the mistakes made in Saturday's game can be attributed 10 the
fact tha1 there are quite a few freshmen and sophomores on the 1eam
who lack the experience to play
toge1her as a unit.
'· The youth 1ha1 we have on the
offensive side of lhe ball and the type
of lhings 1ha1 we wani 10 do makes it
difficult for us to do wha1 we Inst
year,.. Tuwn~nd said. ·• So we have
10 use a different approach ... by making things a linle less complicated."
Head foo1ball coach Steve Wilson
also acknowledged some of the problems associated with lhe first game
of the season.
"We didn't play well," said Wilson.
··we turned the ball over too much,
made mistakes. a fol of mistakes that
come on 1he first game. too many to
over come ... Wilson also noted that
the 1eam wi ll learn from its mistakes
and apply them 10 the Howard vs.
Han1pton game. Howard will play
Hampton this Sa111rday. September 9
al 2pm at Giants Stadium, in Eas1
Rutherford. New Jersey.
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Eight Bison go All-MEAC
By Brandon l\1. Bickerstaff
Spons lli'ek Editor

E

pletes the Bison AII-MEAC selections.
In his first season as a Bison. McDonald was second on the team in tackles
with 80. Add four interceptions to Ille
mix and you have the makings of an
exceptional first seaosn.

ight Bison were named 10 this
year's pre-season AII-MEAC
learn. Receiving lirsl-lcam honors is Bison running back Jermaine
Hutchinson, who rushed for 845 yards
PKE.SEASON OFFENSIVE FIRST
TEAM
last season and led the conference in
QUARTEKllACK
touchdowns wi1h 20. Hutchinson will
Pa'Thll Troutman. Bc1hunc•Cookman. 5' r I".
be joined on the conference's firs1 learn
175 lh.• Sr.
by 1999 MEAC Rookie of 1he )'t:ar.
Vontrae Long. Long's imprc,sive
RUNNING !JACK (2)
resume' includes finishing third on the
Mon1rcll Coley. Hamp1011 U.. 5·9··. 205 lb..
Sr.
team in tackles wi1h 76, five forced
Jermaine Hulchinson, Howard U.. S'tl ",
fumbles and five fumble recoveries.
200
lb .• Sr.
Bison punier Jason Walker finishes Ihe
tri<> of Firs1-1eamers after leading the
OFFENSIVE LINEMEN (4)
conference wilh an average of 39 yards
Freddie Moore, Florida A&M, 6'3"". 295 lh.•
per kick, including a career best 64Sr.
yarder.
J.11nc, McCall. H,unpton U., 6'5", 305 lb..
Sr.
Senior quarterback Bobby Townsend,
LaShaun Mack. Norrol~ Stoic. 6"4". 290 lb..
makes 1he second team behind
Sr.
Be1hune-Cookman's Pa ·11:11 Troutman.
Derrick Gay. Florida A&M. 6'~··. 305 lb.. Sr.
Townsend passed for over 2.300 yards
and 13 TDs in his first season at the
OFFENSIVE CENTER
helm for the Bison. Offensive lineman
Vict0r Marie. N.C. A&T S1a1c. 6'2'". 290 lb ..
Sr.
Marques Ogden joins his quarterback
on the conference second team.
TIGHT END
Oby Arah, the 6'4"", 275 pound defenAriher Love. S.C. S1a1c, 6'4", 245 lh.. Sr.
sive tackle. earned second team honors
afler recording 52 tackles (29 solo). 15
WIDE RECF.I \'ERS (2)
tackles for loss and 13 sacks during the
Amonio Stanley. BcLhune..Cookmon. 5'9".
170 lb.. Sr.
1999 season. Tracy White. the Bison's
Jacquay Nunnally. Florida A&M. s-2··. 200
leading cackler a year ago with 83, will
lb
.. Sr.
join his teammate. White also added
six sacks 10 an impressive season.
KICK RETURNER
Strong safety Brian McDonald com-

An1oni0S1anley. Bethunc~Cookman, 5'9",

170 lb.. Sr.
PLACE KICKER
Danny Malhi,. Be1hune-Cookman. 5· 10"'.
180 lb.. Jr.
PKE-SEASON DEFENSIVE FIKST
TEA~I
DEFENSIVE LINEMAN (4)
D,union Cook. Bc1hunc-Cookm>n. 6"5". 295
lb.• Sr.
Jauron Dailey. Florida A&M, 6'3"", 22S lb ..
Sr.
Mich:icl Blond, Hamp1on U., 6'4". 295 lb ..
Sr.
Towori, Carnes. Norfolk Slate. 6'2''. 296 lb..
Sr.
LINEBACKER (3)
Patrick Burrow,. Florida A&M. 5·2··. 220
lb.. Sr.
Ray ~tu"cy. N.C. A&T Smle. 6"3", 24S lb..
Sr.
B.J . 1.iulc. N.C. A&T S101c. 6". 230 lb .. Sr.
OEFENSI\IE BACKS (4)
De.Shane Dennis. Delaware Si.ate. 6". 180
lb.. Sr.
Dorncll Vickm, Florido A&M. 5'9", 16S
lb.. Sr.
\Onlrae Long. Howard U.. 6'. 195 lb.•
Soph.
M.trcus Grat Norfolk Sime, 6" I"'. 193 lb..
Sop!,.
PUNTER
Jason Walker, H0\\ftrd U., 6'2, 18S lb., Jr.
Pre-Season Second 'learn Offense:
QUARTEKBACK
Bobb) Townsend. Ho~ard Unh·.

2 Minute Drill

KUNNINGIJACKS
Ali Culpepper. Mor~an State
Chad Eaddy. S.C.Stmc

OFFENSIVE LINEMEN
Jc..,u, Sarduy. Bcchunc-Cookman
Carol Burley. N.C. A&T
D.1wani Fladger. S.C St.ate
~Tarqucs Ogden, Ho,tord
Jermaine Hannoo. S.C S1a1c

TIGHT END
Marcu, Bryson. N.C. A&T
WIDE RECEIVEl!S
rvtnrc Lcs1cr. Morgan State

Tommie Mim~. Ocla\.\'.ltC State
KICK RETURNER
DcSh::ine Denni~. Delaware S1n1c
PLACE KICK ER
A.iron Quinn. Del.lwure State

Pre-Season Second 11:am Defense
DEFENSIVE LINE
Brandon Yorbar. Dela.ware Slate
Greg Scou. Hampton U.

Leonard Rclirord. N.C. A&T
Oby A rah, Hon'a rd

UNBACKERS
Eukiel Gumblc. S.C. Slate
Troe)' White. Howard U.
Justin Panon. Morgan S1a1c

DEFENSIVE BACKS
Micah Ram,eur. Mor~an S1;,ue
Lc.."On Grme. Norfolk State
Brian .McDonald, Honard U
Mel\'in Coleman. Morgan S1:11c

PUNTER
Fronk Zeigler. S.C. Staie

2000 Pre-Season All MEAC Team
OffF.SSIVE HRS'I TEAM
QllARTERBACK
l':i'll,11 Trou1man. B<1huno-Crokm.u,
JU/NMN<, BACK (2)
M,mtrell Cole), lfamp<on
Jennaint Hutc-hinsoo. Ho"ard
Ot1•F..NSIVE LINF.\IF..N (4>
Freddi.: Moore. Florida A&\l
JJ111~, \k(.'JII. 11.unptoo
LISh.'.1, :n ~1J.,; l;, ~'or1otk Sta it:
D<n-Kk lia), llonJa ,\&~!
Ofr'l:.'\/;l\'E Cl::.', Tf:R
Vk-to., \bric. KC A&T

TIGHT END
,\rth<r Lo,e. S.C. Sw1c
\\ IDE RECF:I\'ERS (21

,Antonio Sbnlcy. Rcthunc-Oxll.m,;.1.11
la.:quay Nunnally. Florida A&M
KJCK RF.TURNER
Antonio S1.udey. Bethunc•Cookman

Pl.ACE KICKER
Danny !\,fothi,. Bcthunc,Cookm.1J1

DEFENSIVE• IRST TEAM
DffENSJVE LINl':.\IAN (4)
Damioo Cook, Bcthune-Coolunan
Jauron D.lilcy. Florida A&M
Michael Bland H.unp(OO
Tt"'J\'Ofi\ Carne~ Norfolk St.11e

1.1!\'F.BACKEK (3)
Pruri..k Bumm,, ~loriJ.1 A&M
Ray Ma<...,y. N.C. A&T
BJ. Linlc. N.C. A&T
DEFENSIVE BACKS (4)
O.:Shane Deruti<. Delaware St1te
D'Jffl<II Vicken, ~lorida A&M
\ ontr.1< Long. Ho",ml
~farru, Gr"'l\ Nonblk S1a1c
PUN'l'ER

Jason Walker, Howunt

PLACE KICKER
Aoron QuiM. Dclaw:in: Si,u,

SECOND TEAM OIWF..NSE
QUARTI;RBACK
Bobby 1l,;,n,ax!, Rowan!
RUN1'1M;&\CKS
Ali Culpcpp.,: Mo,pn Swi,
OiodEodd):SC.SIIUC
OFFENSIVE LINE.\fEN
Je,.1t, 5'udui: Bcilluno-Cookman
C.irol Burk), S.C. A&T
Da",llli Hl<lgcr. S.C. Suue
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going pro under his lutelage (too-le-ledge). Last year
Hampton's offense overpowered am.I defense overtook
our mighty Bison, but that all can change. We here at
Spo(1s llet'k have dubbul the HowarJ team ·'The Cinderella Squall,'" because Ibey h.we been pcrcci\'eJ and
1reated like dirt. liut there is a prin~ess-like beauty within. OK. maybe that rompa1ison wns a little risk); but
you get my drift.
Did you know that we have the league·s top passer.
Bobby Townsend, and an e~cellent ,corer in Jermaine
Hutchinson? Not to mention an e.,pcrienced defensive
unit tha1 force<l 40 turnovers last season alone. Re1um•
ing player Oby Arah, fresh off his 10 sack, from Inst
season, i, ready 10 tear up a Pirate or two. Also, we
must remember that Howard has last year's unsung
MEAC Rookie of the Year, Vontrne Long coming back
from an impressi,e 69 tackle, ,utd two rc1urned touchdown, last year.
In the immortal words of Ghostfacc Killah. 'Tommy
Ma110la lives on lh,• road and he lost his lady two
monlhs ago:· That two months. in our case, is two seasons with a loss at the Classic. But by the end of our
song we will be screaming harder than shorty on the
hook.
Frankly. Howard is between a rock and a hard place.
The current s1a~ding for Howard is between fourth and
fifth with Be1hune-Cookman just waiting to p0W1ce. If
our Cinderellas can perform well at the ball, lhen the
football prince may kiss you all into the 1op
With that ,aid, stuff those size sixteen, into some
glass pumps and work ii on the field like you know how.
Th all lho~e looking for action alier the game: why not
saunter mto the open arms of New )ork City and atteod
an after party like 1hc one being held al SPEED night·
club (20 West 39th street between 5Th & 6Th NY. NY).
Anyway, go to rhe gan1e and try 10 actually watch
,ome of it. How aboul Ille three or so minuJes before
the band plays or <omelhing. If you see me at the game
say ·'what up'' or something. I'm the one walking
around hollering a1 everything. After all, l'\'e seen a
miUion of these Classics already.

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DEFENSIVE LINE
Brandon )lubar. Delaware Smte
Greg Scott, Hamp(OO
Leonard Relilord. N.C. A&T
Oby Arab, llowanl

LL'IBACK};RS

Eukicl Gamble. S.C. Stai,
1rac) White, HO\\nrd
Ju.tin Paaon, Motgi111 S1a1e
DEFENSIVE BACKS
Micalt Ramseur, Morgan State
Leon Qrm,._ Nooolk St31C
Brilln McDonald, Howard
M<lvin Cokman. Morgan Su«
PUNTER
FraJu: Z.Ciglcr. S.C. State

Man1ues ()gdtn. Howanl
Jcrm.iinc Hannoo. S.C. SIJJC
TIGIITE.'iD

Man:u, Bry,on. N.C. A&T
WIDE RECEIVERS
Marc l.eS1cr, MOlj!an S.,,c
Tommie Mim,. Dclaw:irc Stlte
KICK RE1'URNER
DeSh;IOC O.."Mi,. Dcbware Swte

Bison Football Team Poised to Win the MEAC Crown
By 1yrone McCandies
Hi lltop Staff Writer

photo by Mark Coleman
Wide receiver Je,·onte Philpot will make an
impact for Howard this season.
pon lea.ming that Howard University was
picked to finished fifth at the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference coaches meeting, North
Carolina A&T Head Coach Bill Hayes shook his head
in disbelief and said. 'They·re loaded, I'm telling
you:·
Hayes was not just whistling "Dixie·· either. Despite
a 5-6 record last season and losing some big names
like wide recei,•er Elijah Timrmon (1,366 receiving
yards and nine touchdowns), offensive lineman of the
year Mpumi Masimini. defensive tackle Douglas
Miller (23 tackles for loss). and cornerback Omar
Evans (5 interceptions), the Bison are primed for a
ti1le run 1his season. With an explosive offense that
was second in the conference and mo\t of 1he per..onnel from a defense that forced a whopping 40
turnovers, the Bison arc ready to make some noise in
both MEAC and National circles.
Coach Steve Wilson, who is in his 121h season al the
Mecca, is looking for this team to advance to the playoffs for lhe first lime since 1993.
A huge reason Bison faithful are believing in this
year's squad is the return of quarterback Bobby
Townsend. In his first season as a star1er, the 6"6'"
senior from San Angelo, TX, led the conference in
passing yards with 2.330 and 13 touchdowns. Fans
can look forward to him improving on those numbers
this year.
All great quar1erbacks have great receivers, and the
Bison have some guys that have star potential. Senior
Jevonte Philpo11 showed signs of improvement last
year after being converted to wide receiver from the
defensive secondary. His running male will be Kevin
Simmons. a sophomore from Tullahassee, FL. Both

U

have great speed and big play ability.
If Howard opponents think Ibey can just drop back
in pass coverage. the running back duo of Jermaine
Hutchinson and David Johnson. also known as
''Rolling Thunder:· will be back to keep 1hem honest.
Hutchinson, the 5' Ir·. 200 pound senior from
Hawthorne. FL. will mos1ly carry the ball for the
Bison this season. Laseyear he led the MEAC in scoring with 20 touchdowns and was virtually unstoppable in the red zone.
The other half of this deadly duo i, Da\'id Johnson.
who is coming off of injuries and other problems from
a year ago. Johnson will give Townsend another
option out of the backfield. as well as provide some
nice moves running the ball.
Opening the holes for the running backs and keeping
defensive lineman off of Townsend will be a physical
front line averaging 306 pounds. Anchoring the line
will be center Ayodel Harrison. a 6"2". 290 pound
senior from Seanle. WA. He has quie1ly become one
of the bes1 centers in 1he MEAC. Also a big key on the
line will be Marques Ogden. The 6'6". 325 pound
right tackle from Washington. DC, has the coaches
very excited about his aggressive play:
The key to thi s Bison team will be whether the
defense can improve from a year ago. Last season Ille
Bison ranked near the bo11om of the conference in
total defense, giving up nearly 400 yards and 35
points a game. Leading the way should be I-AA All American candidate Oby Arah. The junior from
Columbia, MD, will once again cause problems with
his quickness off the ball and relentless style of play.
Juniors Damien Walker and Rico Walker will line up
at 1he defensive tackle posi1 ions. Both are excellent
run stoppers and can give the Bison great pene1ra1ion
to open up the lanes for the linebackers. Sophomore
Tracy While, who led the team in tackles last season
with 83, combines speed, rage and power to make big
plays. MEAC Rookie of the Year free-safety Vontrae
Long leads a talented core of defensive backs. As a
freshman last season. Long was third on the team in

tackles with 76. He also forced five fumbles and
recovered five. one of which he returned for a touchdown. He is a pre-season. all-MEAC pick and clearly
an impact player. Speaking of impac1. strong-safety
Brian McDonald had an equally impressive season
with four interceptions and finishing second on Jhe
team with 80 tackles.
The special teams unit will be lead by two improving
kickers. Senior place kicker Charles Card. who went
perfect on his field goal, including a career-best 50yarder again>t Florida A&M. returns for the Bison.
The punter is Jason Walker, a pre-season all-MEAC
selection from Arlington. TX. The kick return team
will be lead by sophomore Jonathan Brewer. who
recorded an electrifying 98 yard touchdown return
against Sou1h Carolina State las, sea,on. He has
tremendous speed and should be even more effective
this season.
There·s also a 101of excitement about incoming
freshman Jay Colbert. a 5'8'". 180 pound speedster
from Damascus. MD. He is a game bre:tker who could
make an impact right away.
If the Bbon are going to win the MEAC crown. they
must do three things: One will be gelling the defense
to continue 10 make the big plays and maturing early
in 1he season. The second will be 10 keep the offense
from making costly mistakes. The Bison Jurned the
ball over 36 times laseseason. a number they would
not like to increase. Finally. the Bison mus1survive a
killer early season schedule which feamres Division I•
AA ranked squads Hampton, Florida A&M (who they
haven't beaten in 7 years). and Maine. The Bison also
have a showdown at Greene Stadium versus defending
conference champion North Caroli na A&T.
Despite losing their season opener to Jackson State.
Howard is still determined 10 make waves in the conference. If Ille Bison can overcome expectations, look
forward to reading about them in late November.

-------!" " ' •
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Want to ,Nrite for
Sports Week?
Call Brandon@ 806-6866
or

e-mail clarkkent008@hotmall.com
photo by Mark Coleman
The Buffalo Soldiers march into the 2000 seasoo looking to exceed
pre-season expectations.
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INFORMATION SESSION SEPTEM BER 12, 7PM • 9PM • SCHOOL OF ENGINEER/NC RO OM 2 019
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Attention Hilltoppers

Don't Forget to
Attend the Writing
Workshop Tomorrow at 12 noon in
the Hilltop Office
Located on the
Plaza Level in the
West Towers.
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Call 806-6866
•
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The Hilltop.·,
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Don't Just Read It...

..
I

Report and Write for
your Campus Paper.
Meet the Editors every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. and
pick up a story.
Meetings are held in
the Hilltop Office,
Howard Plaza Towers West
Call: 202-806-6866
E-mail: thehilltop@hotmail.com
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a voice for all genres of arts, expression and thought

Tattoos: The Meanings Behind The Madness
By Kamil J. Hazel
Staff writer
Although not normally highly favored by the older generation. 1a11oos have become very popular among young people. Thttooing names of
our loved ones. or even ourselves, has become passe. II has allowed the tattooed 10 exude a form of body art that holds a special meaning. However, are
1a11oos really art or are they just another way that our generation chooses 10 deface our bodies?
Senior advertising major. Brian Augsburger. agrees that tattoos can be defined as art. The Japanese 1a1100 on his forearm represents strength,
honor. respect, brotherly love. peace, prosperity, Jove and family. Brian says that he decided to have this artwork tallooed on his arm because he wanted
10 reflect a representation of himself 10 others. His elaborate 1a1100 is reminiscent of the Japanese craze seen in today's latest fashions and paintings.
Senior Dana Hoskins agrees partially with the concept of classifying tattoos as art. She feels that not all tattoos can be considered art. especially those 1ha1 are names. Dana got her tattoo at Jinx Proof, a tattoo and piercing parlor in Georgetown and says that some would consider it art. A
Detroit native, Dana chose 10 get a lion's head with African tribal symbols tanooed on her l9wer back. She chose this distinctive design because her
Zodiac sign is Leo and Dana feels lhat the lion represents strength.
On any given summer day, men and women can be seen showing off the tanoos on their backs. stomachs, and shoulders whether they are
strolling on campus, at a party or nightclub or just relaxing the season away. Tanoos may also be placed in some very unique areas that are not meant 10
been seen by the public eye. No matter where 1he tattoo is positioned, how simple or elaborate. like art. tattoos 1ell a story and are a form of selfexpression for those who have them.
As we allow our bodies 10 become 1he canvasses 10 tattoo artists· instruments, we are changing our bodies and painting them with some1hing
that may remain for the rest of our lives. Tattoos are a form of idemification, like a scar. beauty mark or the color of your skin. Whether you decide 10
ge1 a tattoo, or one hundred tattoos. be sure that you choose one that has significance 10 you, 1ha1 will s1ill be significanl 10 you in ten or twenty years .

Romeo & Juliatric, a tragedy with a twist
Ryan Summers
Staffwriter
To be or not 10 be, that is the question." . William Shakespeare

Romeo and Julia1ric;· crea1ed by Cherry Red Productions, wrilten and directed by Anton Dudley, challenges that assertion in presenting
a very 1wisted, modern story of Romeo and Juliet, who are bo1h
approaching the golden age of 70. This play contains everything that
wasn't in Shakespeare's days: blood, guns, "homos". Viagra. dildos,
figh1s, and dancing to say lhe least The risque actors do the unmentionable onstage.
In presenl day. the Montagues (fami ly of Romeo) and Capulets
(family of Julie!) still possess a family rivalry. Romeo is desperately trying 10 find a lady so he can use his Viagra and possess 1rue love. Meanwhile. the Capulets. heirs of a famous perfume chain want Julie! 10 marry
Paris. an oveMexed young man (try 25 years old) but owner of a multimilLion dollar do1-com corporalion. So the Capulets throw a party 10
invite everyone but the Montagues so Julie! can meet her suitor. The
Montagues conspire 10 sneak in anyway and of course. the masked
Romeo sees and falls in love with Juliet Juliet is also left lovestruck and
1ries to find Romeo. They finally find each other, plan 10 elope and get
married in Florida.
Meanwhile. the Capule1s have already planned a wedding for

Juliet to Paris. so Juliet goes to the Friar 10 get some drugs 10 fake her
death and get out of the wedding. A letter is supposed to be sent to
Romeo to meet Juliet in the mausoleum in 42 hours. She "dies;'' Romeo
goes into deep depression in the rctiremen1home, never gets the letter.
and goes to the mausoleum where he sees his 1rue love.
Already present are Paris. lhe Capulets, the Montagues. In rnge.
Romeo kills Paris, lhe mistresses kill one of the Montagues. and Romeo
takes poison and dies with her. Then Juliet awakens. views the dead
Romeo. in a rage of passion kills the Capulets, and
commits suicide.
The only people left are the polhead Friar, hoochie mamma
Nurse, and lhe homosexual Todd. friend of Romeo. And as 1he end
comes, can the world go on with jusl these three? In this twisted world of
Romeo & Juliet. why not?!
All in all, this play was interesting and risqu6 10 say the least. but
so different and entertaining that I wouldn't think twice in going 10 see
lhis demented play once again.
"Romeo and Julia1ric" runs Thursdays through Sa1urdays to
Oc1ober I5 at 1he Metro Cafe. 1522 14th Street
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Waiting on My Lord's Call
By LadyBlue

The sun didn't shine today. It's sweet rays didn't urge me to arise and there was no shimmering light or brightness when I opened my eyes.
No light reflecting from my window, only darkness crept on my four walls.Just thinking,
maybe the sun will rise when He finally calls.
So I guess I'll just sleep and perhaps I'll dream that this day never came and the sun sang
my name,
but when I blinked, the nothingness remained the same.
No light from the sun shone and no ring of my telephone.
Something about Him and the sun that makes me sn1ile
and just for a little while, makes me forget about
my tarnished heart and heavy mind, thinking maybe next time,
'cause not today. 'Cause the sun didn't shine today and
I didn't bother to awaken at all,
just waiting on my Lord's call.
LadyBlue is a senior print journalism major.

Dear You,
By

Olu Burrell

Hilltop Staff Writer
Dear You,
How am I supposed to explain to you how or even why I
fee l this way?
I know that we are friends, but recently my feelings for
you have changed.
I long for us to be more than Just that, do you understand?
Not just because my world seems to revolve around you
and your gravitational pull keeps me on my knees.
Not Just because your name often times Iles embedded
in my tongue,
propped up
against my taste buds ,
Or that I wou ld follow you at night under t he streetlights
-just so our shadows cou ld touch
Or even because I've counted your sm iles,
and have gathered the light from your eyes in my palms.
Not even because it's only been 3,
No, 4,
No, 5 heartbeats
Since you last crossed my mind.
Or even because

I would have to go to the end s of the earth to find
the beginning of your
beauty.
I want to venture to the edge of romance and
I hope that you feel the same.
But even if you don't,
I hope that you understand where I am coming from.
So now you know why
I stare a t you so. not because there is something wrong
with my eyes,
only that
I love getting lost in yours ....

From everything within me,
That makes it impossible to live without you

ARTS BRIEFS
Compiled by Ginger Skinner
Engage Editor
Conversations with Mummicis is hosted by the Hirshhorn
Museum on Tuesday, September 12, at 6pm. The slide-illustrated lecture introduces ancient Egyptian cullurc, lives and their
burial tradi tions. The author of Conl'ersa1io11s With Mummies •
New Light 011 the Lives of A11cient Egyptians, Rosalie David, will
be available to sign copies of the book. For more information,
call 202-357-3030. Tickets are $15.00.

\Volf 1rap's, FiJene Center, celebrates America's heritage with
a performance by the American Indian Dance Theatre on Friday,
September 8, at 8pm. This series honors America's r ich cullural
background and Native Americans. For tickets and information,
call 703-218-6500.
The Kennedy Center presents director Akira Kurosawa's last
masterpiece, Ran, at the Ameri~an Film Institute Theater. Kurosawa's film takes Shakespeare's most devastating trajedy
WHICH IS? and sets it in Japan. Showings this week w ill be
held September 8, 9 and 10 for $7. For information. call 202785-4600.

Compay Segundo, the 90-year old singer, guitarist and legend,
brings his Cuban harmonies to the Warner Theater on Tuesday,
September 12, al 7:30pm. Segundo is a member of the Grammy-winning Buena Vista Social C lub and has influenced popular Cuban and American styles of music. For tickets and information, call 202-785-WPAS.

Heaven by playwright George F. Walker runs through October I
at the Wooly Mammoth Theatre Company. Hea1•e11 tells the
story of a human rights lawyer $truggling with his own prejudices and lhe racial and religious tensions of contemporary
urban life. Tickets arc SI Ofor patrons under age 25, but availability is limited. For more information, call 202-393-3939.

Brothers Got Some Nerve
By Dana E. Crawford
Beautiful black women, short and kinky, long and straight,
Carmel cream, chocolate deluxe, sweet and sour, humble or proud, but
this doesn't define us.
For though my hips are thick to coordinate my lips,
I'm more than a visual gift for some nigga's momentary delight.
Gold diggers or business cahoons, strippers or teachers, welfare
recipients or students, lawyers or doctors;
There's more to us than what we do on our 9 to 5
You see we want you to love our perfections as well as our flaws
Brothers quick to quit sisters on claims of pigeonhood, attitudes or
moods
But brothers forget who brothers are
Pressed on being niked, limbed, or iceberged out, you put more energy in
getting gear than getting to know us
Maybe if you didn't dress that way we wouldn't be Impressed that way
Drug dealing, HIV giving, stress producing, but we stay with the Mookies
and Dwaynes although you leave us for Janes or James
Brothers got some nerve sweating our drama and pains when we fighting
Like slaves
due to the fertilized eggs you left at our baggage claims
Farrakhan's Million Man March didn't change the millions of piles of
Brother's bullsh't sisters done march through
Yet still you got the nerve to critique, criticize or revise what we
should be, but what about you?
Since we on this open-mic theme in the Y2K
I'd prefer if my man shopped it up at the corner thrift store
cause at least then he could spend his change on his dreams and I wouldn't
have to feel my heart break
every night as he lays in my arms crying of oppression
Your way, right away, but based on your own standards you're not
measuring up
Now don't get me wrong, I'll love the bull shit out of a brother but
I'm just saying if I'm true to you, be true to me
'Cause some brothers got some nerve questioning me before he look at he
Dana Crawford Is a senior Psychology major from Hanover, MD.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUBMIT
ARTWORK, POETRY,
ESSAYS, OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO WRITE FOR ENGAGE',
CALL 202.806.6866 OR E-MAIL
GINGER AT
hilltop_art@yahoo.com
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M_o ons~'1ine and Bus Stops:
~T he Tale of a Wino
·By Johnny J. Jones
'

a

It\vas usual hot summer afternoon in New Orleans, and I was finally off work. Like
every other day, I made my way across the street from my place of employment to the
Chef Highway bus stop. That day, however, something appeared different.
Unlike most days, l stopd alone at the stop with no one around. I took this time to just
relax and soak in the tan that my already darkened face, arms and legs received. Peace. I
close my eyes and enjoyed the serenity I was immersed in. Then, he came.
He stumbled towards; from the dark glasses he was wearing and his arms swinging to
find a place to sit; I foolishly assumed that he was blind. I was wrong.
He sat uncomfortably close to me and looked in my face. Then, slowly moving his
small, weathered fram~, he began to speak in a s lur, "That Broad bus came yet?" I
replied, hoping to quicldy end the conversation: "Naw". I turned my head but the heat
' that [ folt on my neck told me that he was mumbling something. Then he began his
. · show.
.,.
• < "Yeah, I' ma get on this motherf-i'*ka, yeah, she going to stop for me today!" The stench
from his breath and the slur in his speech made it obvious that this guy was drunk, so I
tried to ignore him as best as I could. It didn't work.
He pulled out a bottle filled with some clear liquid, (I'm guessing it wasn't water) and he
took a gulp that was large enough for three more people. "I'm drunk as a skunk but I'ma
· get on this motherf**kin' bus today. You want some youngblood?" He went on talking
some more and drinking and he began to tell of how his "woman" won't let him come
around and "if she see me right now, all she going to do is pass by and say,
'Robert!' ,that's my name.'' Then he let out a screaming laugh that was heard on both
sides of the street. "Don't hit me youngblood, J ain't going to do it no more." He was
, funny.
•'. Robert continued to ramble: 'Tma get on this bus, she going to stop this motherf-i'*ka, I
want me one of those fine motherf**kas, one of those young motherf-i'*kas, 'cause my
: woman, she be trippin, ah ha ha ha!" He talked and I laughed while it seems that every, one who came to the bus stop thought he was with me.
"What's your name?" I couldn't think of a reason to provide my real name. "Rick."
"Yeah, Rick, you going to tell me when that bus come, 'cause I can't see a motherf**kin'
thang, ah ha ha, I'm sorry youngblood, I ain't gonna db it no more."
In all my years of living, I never saw anyone sloppy drunk; it was something that I
thought I would never encounter at a bus stop or before dark.
"Yeah, Brent (I thought I told him my name was Rick?") I'ma catch this motherf-i'*kin'
bus. I'm drunk, but I still made it this far, you gonna tell me when it come, ain't ya?" I
couldn't say no.
The bus came and Robert pushed and staggered his way onto the bus. He sat right
across from the bus driver and began his antics to the delight of the bus riders. "You
going to tell me when my stop come, ain't ya bus driver?" She just kept on driving.
Then he stood up, insisting that his stop was next. I knew that he wanted to get off about
a mile farther because he constantly repeated where his stop was, but everyone sat silent
as Robert faced bus patrons and murmured, "Blah lah da lah yah!" Everyone looked at
each other; some laughed. but I realized that my encounter with Robert was tar from
humorous.
Like many in the city of New Orleans, and in America, Robert had been consumed by
alcohol. We see the Budweiser commercials (wassup!) on television, the champagne ads
in magazines and the party fliers advertising a lot of liquor and we think its cool or
funny to be drunk or "tore up". Is it funny when you're drunk and you're wandering lost
in a neighborhood not knowing where your home is? I don't know what happened to
Robert that afternoon. Did he make it home safe that evening? I honestly don't know. I
just rode that bus to my stop thinking if there was more I could have done to help Robert
make it home. How would you feel if you were in Robert's position? Then would it be
fun to get drunk?

Johnny J. Jones is a sophomore Broadcast Journalism major from
New Orleans, LA.

THE IDEA OF YOUE WORK BEING
PLEASING TO
THE EYE IS THE ULTIMATE
SEDUCTION
-SHANNON WASHINGTON

FECES(HATE)
Bg Cnmdc Mnlco/411

I am black and you're white,
so you do not like me.
I am a Jew and you're a Christian
so you detest me.
l am Catholic and you're Protestant ,
so you have loathe for me.
Isn't this crazy? Isn't this insane?
When will we realize that we are all the
same,
that we are
all shi* living in a global toilet bowl
with shi**y problems which affect us all,
from Global warm ing to Earthquakes
which makes our depressing life even
more
depressing.

So If

I am shi* and you're shi*
how can you dislike me?
If I am shi* and you're shi*
how could you detest me?
If I am shi* and you're shi*,
how can you feel loathe toward me?
Wouldn't that be crazy?
Wouldn't that be insane?
So maybe we could all get along,
if we realize what we are;
what we are is shi*.
Shi* is no servant to class or race.
shi* is shi*,
IS

plain old-fashioned shi*.

Canute Malcolm is a freshman political
science major from Montego Bay,
Jamaica.

'EASTER' by Jonathan Green, from The
Hewitt Collection, currently showing in
the School of FineArts

Fatherless Children
By Jason .Johnson
To my blossoming trees with severed roots
With branches bear111g buds of malnourished fruits
I feel your pain of a thousand nights
With the absence of solidity when hearts take flight
You live your lives of Yen without Yang
And find no solace or virtue in stability
And life has done you grave injustice
By leaving you compromised in upward mobility
To my strong brothas of all racesExtend your family to those without boulders
Be their weapons they can use
To fight the troubles of today
Embrace their innocence by giving them something
For which they can pray
And keep their circumstances of tragedy
From leading them astray
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music, song and dance beginning at 12pm. This event is FREE. For information, call 202467-4600.

MONDAY, 11TH

Tyrese will be performing this weekend at the Black Family Re1111io11 011 The Mall

• "Groove Collective" performs at the Birchmere , 370 l Mount Vernon Ave., Alexandria, Va.
at 7:30pm. This ec lectic group combines and defines pop, jazz, R&B, rock, rap, Latin and
Afro-Caribbean music. Tickets are $ I7 .50. For information, call 703-549-7500.
-Bar Nun, 1326 U Street, sets the tone for all lyricists and poets at Open Mike Poetry Night
starting at 8pm. Share in your love of words ano enjoy Ethiopian cuisine. Cover charge is $5.
For information, call 202-667-6680.

SEPTEMBER 8-14
By Ginger Skinner

TUESDAY, 12TH

FRIDAY, 8TH

• Relax and release while Olivia Cook leads yoga sessions at Sisterspace & Books, 1515 U
Street. Take away the stress of work and school for$ I 5 per session. The group meets every
Tuesday at 6:30 -8:30pm. For information, call 202-332-3433.

• Chris Rock and Morgan Freeman star as hitmen in the comedy "Nurse Betty" ,opening
today, about a waitress who pursues the dream doctor from her favorite soap opera. Check
local listings for showtimes and theaters.
-The Campus Pals present the "Back to School Jam" in the Armour J. Blackburn Center at
10pm. Call 202-432-SEfil for tickets and information.
-Acclaimed author Omar Tyree signs copies of his book, For the love of Money, at the
Howard University Bookstore from 3-5pm. For information, call 202-238-2640.

WEDNESDAY, 13TH
- Queen of Hip-Hop Soul, Mary J. Blige, performs at DAR Constitution Hall, l 776 D Street,
NW at 8pm. Tickets are $45. Additiona l shows added for September 14. For information,
call 202-628-4780.
-Cramton Auditorium's .. At the Movies", presents Mission Impossible 2 at 7:30pm. Tickets
are $2.

SATURDAY, 9TH
- Howard University Bison battle Hampton at 2pm in Meadowlands, NJ. To find out '"Who's
the real HU?", you must purchase tickets before the day of the game.
-The two-day annual Black Family Reunion at the Washington Monument beg ins at 8:30
a.m. The celebration showcases African-American ans and crafts, ethnic foods and an
international marketplace. Don't miss singers Eric Benet and Tyrese performing at 6pm.
This event is FREE. For information, call Norvell Jackson at 202-383-9 131.

THURSDAY, 14TH
-Author Gretchen Cook-Anderson signs copies of her book, Those Who Trespass Against
Us, at 5:30pm in the Howard University Bookstore.
-Thursdays are muy caliente at Coco Loco's Spicy Soulsa night presented by Moro Magazine. Enjoy salsa and merengue lessons and the club's outdoor pavilion at 810 7th Street,
NW. Doors open at 9pm. For information, call 202-487-6676.
-Jill Scott, songwriter, lyricist, and poet who released her album "Who is Jill Scott? Words
and Sounds Vol. I" in August, will be at Nation, 1015 Half Street, SE. Doors open at 6pm.
For information, call 202-554-1500.

SUNDAY, 10TH
- The Black Family Reunion continues on the National Mall beginning at 12pm featuring
arts, food, health screenings and product samplings.
• Gospel artist Kirk Franklin and the Nu Nation will perform at 6pm.
-The 16th Annual Kennedy Center Arts Festival honors the arts of Latin America through
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UNDERGRAD YEARBOOK PICTURES
WHEN? TODAY, Friday, Sept.

s th

WHO ELSE? Professional Students
TIME? 10-6
WHERE? Music Listening Room,
Basement Level of Blackburn Center
*$2 Sitting Fee if you want to get proofs

,

YEARBOOK PICTURES
WHEN? Mon., Sept. 11

th -Fri.,Sept .

22

n d

WHO ELSE?Students Graduating in
December 2000 or May 2001
TIME? MWF ·l 0-6; TR 1 2-8
WHERE? Music Listening Room in Blackburn

*Minimum $1 0 Sitting Fee for
Graduates,cash only
Questions? Call the yearbook @ 202.B06. 7B70, st:op by In the
Blackburn Center in Suit:e G-06 or ernail us @
bisonyearbook@hotrnail .corn
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lheffow 'Beul 0-: Rlcb. JUSlin.lko,
Wed.,Scpl 131h at 8:30 pm at Blackburn
h"" experience. Elementary education
mduna and Janis...
Forum Room. All srudenlS in1crcsted in
majors preferred. Must be able 10 IUlor lh" How 'Beul Phi Sig rq,ping fer the )'l;lt
joining Ibis dynamic group should be
days a week (one hour each 1u1oring
200().2001.
prescni.
session) ror foe consccuti,,, weeks.
l'hillil!I!
The Navigator.; Chrisiian Fellowship is
Will pay $10.00 per session.
S.IJ.ft\99
having lheir weekly Bible S1udy/
Will pay l>onus ror exceptional n:sull>.
Eazy Writer
Fellowship. beginning Tuesda)' Sep<. 121h
can Mr. Oumisani lbr detnils.
in Blackburn. Room 143 at 7:00 pm.
(202) 526-3191 and lea\'e a message.
~ •1No l'llrty Uu An HU Party"
E'"l')"nc is in,ited. Refreshments will be l-----,..,.,..-...l.!!illl.ll,l.._,__,...,....--1
Sal. Squmber 91h
served.
Volunteer Tutors Needed
Dm'I MIii the OfflCIAL
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 We need volumeer mtors in basicmalh and
HU &HU Aftcrpar1ylnNYC
THlNKING ABOUT DENTAU
English to rutor elemenwry school S1Uden1S.
@ Ille oclusi"'
MEDICAL SCHOOL?
Where: Anacostia library
Amcrtam Park Cart'
Auend lhe reception ror pre-heal Ill
( 181h and Good Hope Road. S.E.)
(Near lbuay l'llr!t;- 1..ower Maobanan)
profession., s1udentS
When: E\'ery SalUJ'day from 10:30 runbc»1a1 by SELMO, AJ CALLOWAY,
Wed.. Sept. I 31Jl. 2()00. 5 pm 10 8 pm.
12:30 pm. S1op by any SalUJ'day 10 sign up. KENNY MCALLIS11!'Jl, MALAIKA
Blackburn Center Forum. For
(202) 832-9712 for delails.
&11IOV WHITE
information contact: Dr. G. Aboko-Colc
Sponsored by The African-American
b' more ini> a diroaicns call
Cen1er For Pre-Professional Educ.'llion.
Culrural Education Foundatioo.
(202)25S.2767
The HOl\•ard Cenlet 2225 Georgia
a email /IJ CAI.U:NIAY@aol.com
A\'enue.
POSE MAGAZINE: The Ultinu11c Fashion
a SEI.M066@ylboo.corn
Rm.518(202)238-2363.
Guidefilr\¼>men
1-- - - -- -- - - --1
We are seeking wri1ers 10 sul>mi1 articles
Oub tltment
Oub Element
rel31ing 10 women·s fashion, in addition. to
Thul'$. Seplcmbt'I' 14, 2000
Thurs. Septembtr 14, 2000
genetnl 1opics aboul various wo,ne11's issues. 1-- - - -- - - - ' - - --1
a--- - - - ' - - - ' - - - - - If inlel'CSled please oontnct Shawn Ma_wn at
NSCS Induction Ceremony
(202) 829-3751 or fax articles to (202) 829Thursday, Sepiembcr 14, 2000
1609.
@6:00pm
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Source Office Suites, 7272 Wisconsin Ave ••

Ste. 334. Bethesda, MD Of call 1800)732-0392. Exl. 2771
www.LEGAL8£AFOOOS ~COM

~

7-lowartlUniverri 1-lomecmnn1 ~asluon Sfuw

7hurv/a.!J Sep.if,i6er 7th
Sepfer11~rr8'f,

#.,~.!}

<Frazier 1/aff.f.ounge

"7u6man O.Uailan_Jfe"
:::>

:Autlifion

6:Q,

-9;oopm

~ J Sef1fi;;
r;:m;:;h:;::;-er~11t/,,@ 6:oo-8:3o'fll!'

Cramfon ~udiforiurn

$3 ;t.ludif;on 'He

~
~~~ t5 ,Jfecfawr 'Fee
"For ,nore info
caf/{2.02.) 8ot1-'47fO
CoortfinafufhJ 'RJichdfl Plmlrew11 11J"Jndfe 1le1u3 &;: 'Bral 1Ui6on

Hornard
vs.Hampton
hO:d Selmo, AJ Calloway, Kenny McAlliste r,

The Official

Afterpafty

Malaika, &r TroY- White

@

American Park Cafe'
D ress to impress

"Ain't No Party Like a n HU Party"

'1 Opm -ur"'ltil

F o r n)ore info or directions call 202 258•2767 o r e-mu1l seln1066@ alloo.com

